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PREF.ACE 
As a means for providing information to business management, home 
economics educators, home economists in busi.ness (especially those em-
ployed by utility companies) which could enable them to be more effect-
ive,, this study was begun. It is hoped the findi.ngs can be used directly 
to strengthen or develop a program of community service sponsored by the 
home service department of the utility company. 
'I'he writer wishes to express her graditude and appreciation to Dr. 
Ilse H. Wolf, Professor and Head of the Home Management, Equipment, and 
Family Economics Department.? for her continuous and valuable guidance. 
Indebtedness is also acknowledged to Dr .. Maie A. Nygren, Professor and 
Head of the Housing and Interior Design Department, for her interest and 
many contributions. An expression of indebtedness is extended to Mrs. 
A. K. Spencer for her fai thfu.l assistance in processi.ng the data; Miss 
Gertrude McAllister for reading the thesis; Miss Mildred. Clark of 
Oklahoma Natural Gas Company, Mrs. Vivian Overand of Oklahoma Gas and. 
Electric Company, and Mi.ss June Scott· of Public Service Company of 
Oklahoma for their advice and suggestions regardi.ng the questionnaire; 
and the members of the Architeers,. American Associ.ation of Universi.ty 
Women, Business and Professional Women's Club, league of Women Voters, 
and Rotary Arms -who graciously cooperated i.n the study" 
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In the competitive economy of the United States the survival and 
success of business enterprises depend on continuing consumer accept-
ance and purchase of goods and services produced. The creation of favor-
able attitudes toward a company and .its products among the consuming public 
·is a major factor in a business operation. ·Developing the goodwill of a 
consumer is a complicated and continuing process. It requires consumer 
satisfaction resulting from use of the product. Only as long as a product 
satisfies the needs and wants of the consumer to a greater degree than 
competitive products will he continue to select it. 
Realizing the importance of continued customer satisfaction, bus-
iness employs the services of specialized personnel who serve as the 
interpretive link between the manufacturer and the consumer. Home econ~ 
omists are representative of such personnel. Although their role in 
business tends to vary somewhat with the type of product marketed, home 
economists in business usually assume some common responsibilities. 
They help to interpret the needs and wants of consumers and relate them 
to product development. They test and experiment with.product potential 
serviceability. ·They teach.consumers how to get the greatest possible 
satisfaction from the goods and services purchased. 
·One place where the services of the home economist are being used 
is in the employment of gas and electric utility companies; and in this 
1 
2 
position she is known as the "utility home economist'\. Since gas and elec.-
tricity are intangible products for the consumer, the home economist helps 
to personify the services sold by the utility company,. thereby helping 
to create the customer image or opinion of the company. 
In periodically appraising the effectiveness of' its products and its 
efforts in serving the public; every business questions the value of con-
tributions made by different personnel, including those· of s}?ee::tfiized 
personnel, e.g. the home economist. The utility company is no exception. 
It must know to what c~xtent each employee contributes to the succe.ss of 
the- business. The u.tility company needs to know whether or not the home 
ee:onomist does of'fer its customers something they want. Likewise; it.needs 
to know if she he].ps t.o promote· accept.a.nee of its services and to create 
good will f'or the company. Of course;- the home economist.who tries to 
serve both the company of which she is a part, as well as the public, is 
also concerRed if she really offer.s services the public wants and needs-.-
According to one utility company executive, the most direct way to con ... 
sumer appreciation for the .electric and other industries is to, learn 
__ .:what. the consumers want and then make a serious effort to do something 
about it ... 1 As one step in determining what the consumers want, as well 
as the image of the utility home economist, the study was undertaken .. To 
·-- tfo""t-J::r±s:··the. con$umer was directly consulted. 
1<:imhall I. Jack, umi.at~ s Wrong_with Public Relations.?''.,; :Public 
Utilities F~rtnight&7:, 63 (June 18, · 1959), PP• 889-"'900. 
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Statement of the Problem 
Nelson., suggesting principles in image formation, states: 
To tear down a conflicting image or to build upon 
one that :is compatible; the image maker must know 2 
the images that already exist in the minds of people, 
The study is designed to determine one group's impression of the home 
· economist employed by a utility company. The group is comprised_ of se-
lected women in Stillwater J Oklahoma., ,,rho through their participation in 
organized g:rou.ps are :i.nfluenti.al in community life, The findings are to 
be used in strengthing and./ or deve.lopi.ng a home service program, 
The Purposes of the Study 
The purposes of the study are: 
l. To learn what selected women perceive as the role and serv-
ices of the home economist employed. by a utility company. 
2. To ascertain the extent to which the services offered by·the 
utility home economist are used by women in the communi.ty. 
3. To determine the opinions held by selected women with regard 
to the assistance they have received from the home economist. 
4. To become aware of services the selected women would like 
the home economist to offer, 
5, To discover if the opinions held. by selected women are associ-
ated with the social-cultural factors of age, marital status, 
occupation, education (including the study of home econ-
omics), and income, 
2Ba.rdin H, Nelson,· 11 Seven Principles in·Image Formation", Journal 
of Marketing, 26 (;January, 1962), p. 69, 
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Hypothesis 
The hypothesis underlying the development of the study is that the 
impressions or images concerning the role and services of the home econ-
omist employed byautility company, as held by certain·women in the 
community,will vary according to the factors of: (1) age, (.2) marital 
status, (3) OGcupation,· (4) educational background (including the study 
of home economics), and (5) income. 
Assumptions 
The study is based on the following assumptions: 
1, Th€;! services of the home economist employed by the utility 
company extend to all women in the community. 
2, The women in .the community have had contact, with the util-
ity.home economist and thereby have formulated an impres-
sion or image of the role and services of the utility home 
economist. 
3. The image can be ascertained through the use of a question-
naire. 
· 4. · The impression or image is associated with various social-
cultural factors. 
Limitations of the Study 
· The exploratory study is limited to a group of women who are· members 
of four different woman's organizations in a.selected community served by 
a home economist employed bya utility company. The study is carried on 
in Stillwater, Oklahoma, which las a population .of 23,965 peop{e. 3 
3!!.:.. §.:_ Census of· _Population: _1960., General popul~tion Characteristics, 
Oklahoma. Final Report·pc (1) - 38B, Washington, D. c. : u. s. Government 
. Printing Gffice, .1961, p 28. 
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The sample of'. .. the .s..tudy is._further limited to members of the selected 
organizations who attended a regularly scheduled meeting during the month 
of April., 1962.. Although this group of members may not be represent... 
·ative of the t.otal membership of the organization nor of the women in the 
community served by the utility company, it should give some indication 
Q.cf opinic:ms held by women influential in community affairs 7hrough the 
.. . ...., . 
activities of organizations in Which they hold membership. '. The findings 
should provide some clues for the development of a more scientificaJ.ly 
designed study to determine Which factors o,perate to shape images in the 
minds of the public., ':Che organizations selected for the study are busi ... 
ness and professional, academic., community service,. and citiz,enship_. 
They were chosen because they represent a broad range of interests and 
because they depict a cross section of community life., Groups having· a 
.more specialized nature.,. such as fraternal,. religious, and social were· 
~omitted in order to eliminate possibility Ocf bias Which might b.e· attend...-
ant with membership ·based on such affiliation. 
·Tb,e .study is further li1llited by the· methods used in securing the 
Opinio:r,.s (J).f women because of the inherent weaknesses of the questionnaire, 
i..,e.,, questions may be poorly constructed so that the information desired 
. can not be obtained or the questions may be misinterpreted or too hastily 
answered to present. accurate information • 
. Need for the Study 
Because of the limited amount of' available information and lack of 
studies related to the contributions made by the home economist in bus-
iness, partic-uJ.arly when employed by the utility cqmpany,; it seems that 
to learn about the -value of the services offered by her w:ou1d be help-
-fu.1 t'()business management.,-home economics educators, and especially 
6 
home economists in business. 
·Business management, under pressure to conserve money and make th~ 
greatest profit from its products, is interested in customer images and 
attitudes toward its product. According to Nelson, "a composite of the 
attitudes which a group of people hold ,toward a .product cons.titutes an 
image.•~4 It is to create as positive an image as possible about a product 
that the home economist is hired by business; and her own,positive image 
enhances that of the product.. Therefore, it is to the advantage of 
business management that the utility home economist'· s. image be investi-
gated. 
Home Economics educators seeking to meet the needs of their students 
and a.changing society would like to know·the reception.of the home 
economist in business,if there is a need for her and the services she 
performs,.and what preparation she should have in order·to carry on 
those services. ·Since. an underlying purpose of the home service program 
is to make a contribution to family living, the findings which emerge 
from·the study should be of value to curriculum planners and guidance 
counselors in education. 
The home economists in business., who according to Lane had to over~ 
come the notion they were prostituting home economics, 5 are interested 
in determining professional identity. Not only is the utility. home economist 
4 Nelson, p •. 68. 
5.La~a·Lane,,"You. and Your.Public Image", The Journal of Home 
Economics, 52 (September, 1960), pp. 514-519. ·-·--
. ·,. c,·1r'i 1·\ !.:·· 
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.interested in determining her professional identity, but also in deter-
mining what alterations of the home service program are necessary 
to be of greater assistance to the consumer. 
This exploratory study was undertaken to help provide information 
which will enable business management, home economics educators, and 
home economists in business to be more effective. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
An investigation of literature and research regarding the role and 
services of the utility home economist revealed a limited amount of pub-
lished materials in this area. The literature reviewed herein, although 
it deals with the problem indirectly, offers information of value to the 
study, A number of the writings are concerned with the opinions of home 
economists regarding the function of the home economist in business, 
The following four articles mentioned here are representative. ·They in-
dicate wide agreement concerning the function of the home economist in 
business. They should, therefore, aid the reader·in more comprehensive 
understanding. 
Fuller and Batchelder6 maintain that allbusinesses .employing home 
economists·expect them·to interpret the company's products to pro:spect-
ive buyers in such a manner that consumers will be induced to buy the 
product. Tate suggests that: 
The home economist in business performs a dual role: 
she has the responsibility of interpreting the needs 
and wishes of the woman consumer to the manufacturer 
and retailer while bringing the products and services 
of business and industry to the attention of the con-
sumer and making them appealing to her.7 
6Frances M. Fuller and Mary B. Batchelder, 11 0pportuni ties for Women 
at the Administrative Level11 , Harvard Business Review, 31 (January-
February, 1953), pp. 111-128. · 
7Mildred Thurow Tate, Home·Economics As .. A Profession,. New York:. 
McGrl'l,w-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1961, :P• 22~ -
8 
ij.eichert believes the home economist·in business is a liaison between 
business and the home and the family. Therefore, the home economist 
furnishes scientific knowledge, research methods, and practical know-
how to the manuf'acturers or business concerns. In addition,; she develops 
and markets products and interprets them to the consumer.8 
i 
In describing the position df business management with regard to 
the home economist, McLean expresses the belief that management wants 
help and guidance in interpreting the needs and wants of women cus-
tom.ers. Theihome economist is expected to join the team which explores 
the consumer market and evaluates the merits and sales potential of the 
products and services sold. It becomes necessary,. therefore,. for the 
home economisr·to know current' home problems and practices, then weigh 
her suggestions and ideas as women in their homes would evaluate them. 
McLean :identifies this function as-"a woman for womanservice.n9 
Specific information concerning the home economist employed by a 
utility· company was obtained from booklets prepared by utility com-
panies and the American Home- }!}conomics Association.. The information 
which outlined t,he responsibilities of the home economist was particu-
larly helpful in the development of the.questionnaire .. 
;l:n ide-n-t-ifying the :lio-me :service pro-gram of the utility company a 
booklet. publ:ished by the .American O-as Association states that all 
activities within a home service department are centered around cus-
· tomer relations: individual, community, youth; school, and press.10 
8Anita Reichert, "The Recruitment Story.•,How and Where to ~ell It'1 , 
~ Sournal .of Home _Economics, 52 (December, 1960)., pp •. 829 .... 832. 
9Mrs., Beth M,:cLean, 'tWb.at Business Expects from Home Economist'', 
Skilled Techniques, Fall, :J..958.~ :,.-._ 
lO~ _Service ,Sells :Un.rough Public Relations, Ne'W York: American 
Gas Association,1955, PP• 1 .. 15. 
9 
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In explaining that the employment of the utility home economist is 
not only t.Q promote the efficient use of gas and/ or electricity, but 
also to create goodwill., Young and Stover cite the following activities 
of the home service program: 
Home Calls.,. Visits to customers' homes are important. 
· The ho~e economist goes to the home .. to: demonstrate newly 
installed equipment to make certain the owner understands 
its operation and care and to help her use it.to best ad-
. vantage; to answer a custom.e.r 1 s questions as to operation 
of a specific appliance; to advise as to home lighting., 
wiring, or kitchen and laundry planning; or to repair 
small appliances .• 
Lectures and Demons.trations. The purpose:.· of lectures a:nii/ 
or delilon.strations is to present appliances and show their 
many uses in attractive settings before large groups. 
so19-etimes the audience comes to the home economist as her 
guest; atothertimes she goes to the group as their guest,. 
Mi$cellane(3US ,Activities •. These include preparing news• 
.,.pa,per articles, preparing and presenting radio scripts, 
testing recipes, training salesman and other employe.es., 
. fi:j..ing reference material, and answering telephone re-
. quests for information.ll 
The program.of the home service department is widely Q.Jtversified and the 
department must devise methods for reaching as many of the company'' s 
consumers as possible, particularly 11 since women differ in age, interests, 
backgrounds, and daily living habits. 1112 
In order to determine "How May We at Lac1e·de Gas Company Best, Serve 
the Homemaker to Promote Efficiency in the Us.e of Her Time and Oare for 
the Family?"', the Laelede Gas Company of St+ wuis held a conference.of 
seventeen homemakers. Panel members participated in. a free discussion,. 
ll . . I Isabel N.·You.ng and Blanche Stover., Students Guide Book to Rome 
Economics .2:E;,Business, Washington.,. l)i,.C.t ~rican :Home Econom:i.cs -
, Association, :P• 14. 
J.2Ibid., P• 14. 
Included in the report of the meeting was the following comment: 
The group expressed s~prise at the many services offered 
through Home Service and felt t,hat it was regretable that 
.the public is not truly aware of the Home Service program .. 13 
A similiar conference was held in September, 1961. The services of the 
home economist.were presented to the group and the.topic discussed was 
''How can the services of the utility home economist be made known to 
the communitytlf A notation was made that the existence of home serv-
ice is not known to most customers.14 
Because of the limited amount.of research involving the utility 
hom,e economist, similiar studies in related disciplines were also re ... 
viewed. ·Of primary interest was the techniques and methods employed 
in this type of investigation. Wilkening was faced with the problem of 
developing appropiate measures of role definition for use in.an inter-
ll 
view situation. Relationships with persons and groups were measured by 
alternated choice questions pertaining to the frequency, direction and 
content of interactions between agents and persons in other positions. 
While certain general hypotheses were tested in this study., the method 
is one of description and interpretation rather than.of theory testing .. 
The study is ccmcerned with what the agent sees as his job, the extent 
of fulfillment of the job., and to what extent there is agreement among 
agents with respect to the way they define or perform their roles.,15 
1311Homemak.ers 1 Conference,;'' Laclede Gas Oompany, (st. L'.:mis., Missouri, 
July 7, 1960), PP• 1-4 .. 
1411Homemakers i (;onference, 11 Laclede Gas Company, · (St. Louis,. Missouri) 
s.E:;J?:tember 21., 1961)., PP• 1-4. 
l5Eugene A.,WilkeningJ The County Extens:Lon Agent in Wisconsin! 
PeTceptions of Ro,le Definitions as .Viewed by the Agents, Madison: 
Wisconsin Ag"r; Expt. Station, Re's: Bvi. 203(september., 1957), pp .. l-51. 
12 
In a more recent study, Wilkening points up a major divergence in 
the perception by agents and local committeemen as to whom they believe 
the agent.to be.· He recognized the agent is difficult to classify be-
cause of the many kinds of things he does during a day. Although the 
agent is viewed as teacher., consultant or organizer., much of his time is 
taken up with activities that do not fill these roles • .An important con-
~1usi6rF of Wilkening 1 s study is that in order f'or a program., state or 
national., to become an effective part of local work., it must be justified 
16 
and interpreted to the local people. 
In a study on role.expectations,· Brower gathered data by means of a 
pretested fixed-question schedule., administered in group interviews .• 
Since there was no study to serve as a precedent, testing the framework 
received a major part of the emphasis.17 Nygren also used a question-
naire in determining images relative to housing. In her study., she con-
·eluded that sex., socio-economic status, general location of home, certain 
peer .. group contacts emerged as factors associated with housing images.18 
. ' 
Booth reports that in an effort to evaluate the corp0rate image cJf 
his company through a customer attitude survey., it was determined more 
than one corporate image existed,; and this image changed as the customer 
16Eugene A1 Wilkening,;.· "Consensus in Role Definition of' County Ex ... 
tension Agents between the Agents and Local Sponsoring Committee Members"., 
B,Ul'aJ.. Sociology., 23 (June, 1958) .,. PP• 184-197. 
17 George J.. Brower., '' Conceptions and Evaluations of Functions of 
Medical and Health Care Agencies by Present and.future Homemakers in 
Cg11J'.'tland County., New- York., 195011 ., Rural Sociology., 17 (March., 1952)., 
PPt 56~60. --
1~aie A. Nygren., "The Housing Images of Selected Freshman and 
Senior Secondary School Students in Certai..n Communities in Oklahoma't 
( t:µ1puplJehed .Ed+P• diEJ.sertation., Oklahoma State University, 1961)., 
PP• l-168. . 
had experience, good and bad; with the company.19 All findings pointed 
out a need to focus public ;relations activities on a local basis. 
, Booth suggests: 
We are aware the customer does no,t invent the image he 
has of us; he merely recognizes one facet . Qf our image 
or perhaps more than one, and.apsembles them in his ow.n 
r-· ···• .• .... 20 
. individual way.,. · 
J.9Ha,rvey G.Boot)l~ 
. Utilities FortnightJlz 
' . 
. ''Wll.l;l;t · Wa.$ Our I~e on. Weonesda;y-2 't, Publ;i<! 
63 (April 23., 1959),. PP• 907-612 • 
20 




The problem·was selected as an exploratory study with the objective 
of · determining how selected women . in a given community perc.ei ve the · pro-
gram of home service offered by the utility company as·a public·relations 
and sales effort.. From previous experience as home economist for a 
utility company, ·the'w.riter saw.a need for information·which would serve 
as a basis for· structuring a program of community. service. 
· Selection of the Instrument 
A review of studies in related fields of psychdlogy, ·· pJ;iildsophy, 
sociology, and social psychology revealed extensive use of the question-
naire as· an instrument for. securing opinions, attitudes, and judgements. 
An. effort was made to investigate earlywritings,.as well as intermedi-
ate and current writings, in order to become familiar with new.ideas 
and to identify new techniques. The choi.ce of a questionnai.re for ob-
taining the data was further influenced by limitations of time and money. 
Development of the Instrument 
The·initial development of the questionnaire began with a study of 
respondents'attitudes toward questionnaires. In giving the viewpoint of 






is too frequently called upon to answer· questionnaires. 
is called upon to give information too.personal and 
confidential for public tabulation. 
is tempted to give information Which will \Tin appro-
val or which. can not be used against him t often in 
.. case o-f immature persons), to give inaccurate re ... 
sponses for many reasons, to modify his replies con-
sciously or unconsciously in order to give the 
investigator what he desires. 
is requested to supply secondary or o,ther information 
which cannot be reliably secured by questionnaire 
technique. 
~) . is unable to understand clearly the qu.estion. 
f) is unable to believe that. the questioner always un-
derstands his responses. 
g) is often requested to furnish information that can 
be obtained first.hand. 
h) is re:quested. to answer dull and uninteresting 
· questions • 
. i) often. finds the questionnaire poorly prepared and in 
poor format. 
j) is unable t0c see little,· if. any valuable results 21 . 
from questionnaire studies. 
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Jl;xperience and observation. had previously revealed to the w.dter how 
individuals are indifferent to 1 interest of which thE;;y are not a part, and 
therefore are often unwilling to give time for such interests. ·Recognizing 
these difficulties, the investigator made a concerted ef:fort to avoid 
them. Using guiding principles on questionnaire construction obtained 
from the writings of Good, Barr,. and Scates; Toops; and Koos, the writer 
developed a questionnaire. 
· As a framework for structuring . the questionnaire, a checklist of 
roles and services of the utility home economist.was devised. Thee 
21Harry Huffman, -~+JP.J>roving th~ Qu.esti<?nnaire As a Tool of Research'\, 
The __ National _Business _:IDducation Quarterly, 27 (October, 1948)., PP• 17-18. 
- '. _:: .; :.. ·-,c:_.): '. ::_ : ; 
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cheeklist :was reviewe,d and evaluated by tlie liome S:E:!rvice aJirectors of 
the three investor owned utility companies in (])klahoma .. Suggestions 
and recommendations 0ffered by the directors were applied in the develop,.. 
ment of the questionnaire .. · An effort :was made to keep the questionnaire 
as brief; simple, and clear as possible while fulfilling its purpose. 
· Answering the questions required no high degree of expertness, only the 
opinion of the respondent. Although space was allowed for information 
other than listed items., most questions could be answered by checking 
one of several possible responses.. Over three-fourths of the questions 
were concerned.with the role and services of the home economist employed 
by a utility company, while the remaining questions were based on the 
social--cultural background of the respondents. 
After carefu.l study and revision . of the questionnaire., the writer 
submitted the questionnaire for pre-testing to a group of club women 
who were somewhat similiar to those of the prospective respondents. The 
pre;,;,,test group was composed of members attending a regularly scheduled 
meeting Of the 11Architeers''., an architectural students' wives club. 
Preliminary to administration of the instrument the group was told the 
purposes of the study., the groups who would be participating in the 
study., and on what.basis these groups had been selected., It was sug-
gested that a careful reading of each statement.would give a more 
' accurate understanding of the information requested. Mention was made 
also of the fact that.there were no right or wrong answers, and that 
only the opinions or beliefs of the respondent .were required. The r·e-
spondents were asked to seek clarification When.a statement_, qu.estion., 
or a printed direction was not·clear .. After slight alterations prompted 
by the administration of the questionnaire to the pre-test group, it 
was given to the selected sample. 
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Selection of the. Sample 
The sample was selected as to geographic location, community and 
specific groups in the community. Limitations of time and money neces-
sitated confining the geographic area to one community ih Oklahoma. 
Because it qualified as a town where .a utility home economist has been 
employed continuously for fourteen years, Stillwater was chosen to be 
the·specific community. Each of the selected club groups is representa-
tive of an aspect of community·life--business and professional, academic, 
community service, and citizenship. The Business and Professional 
Women's Club, American Association of University Women, Rotary Arms, 
and league of Women Voters were the clubs selected to participate in 
the study .. Originally a fifth group, a non-demoninational religious 
group represented.by the United Church Women, was selected but it had 
to be omitted because a m~eting could not be scheduled with the group, 
.Coll:ectio:o. of the·, Data 
·In order to enlist the cooperation of ea.ch group membership, the 
president of each club Wa:3 contacted first by telephone and secondly 
by mail. -· A copy of the · g_ue stionnaire and additional information about 
the study was sent to each president, ·· After receiving an indication of 
the membership's willingness to cooperate in the study, the writer 
attended.a regularly scheduled meeting of each.of the selected organi-
zations during the month of April, 1962. Only members in attendance 
were invited to respond to the fixed schedule. It was administered in 
the same manner as described in the pre-test presentation. 
Treatment of the Data 
The questionnaires were coded and the data recorded on IBM Data 
cards. If a respondent failed to answer a question, gave inadequate 
information, or gave several answers to a one-answer question, her 
answer was coded as· "no information".. The data were tabulated and 
analyzed according to each of the following variables: age, marital 
status, occupation, education (including the study of home economics), 
and total family income. 
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Age as a variable is dichotomized into under fifty and over fifty. 
Married women are considered as one group and the single, widowed, or 
divorced are classified as another group. Full time homemakers, home-
maker-workers,- and full time workers comprise the occupation grouping. 
Those having grade school, high school, and some college training were 
identif.ied as clubwomen having less than a college degree. · A second 
category consists of those having a bachelor's degree. Women having 
advanced degrees formed a third group. Women who had studied and 
those who had not studied home economics were divided.into respective 
groups. The income group was trichotomized into high, middle,andlow. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF DATA'AND ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 
The present study, was unde,rtak.en as a means of securing answers to 
the following questions. How do clubwomen perceive the role and services 
of the utility home economist? To what extent have the services of the 
utility home economist been used? Have the services been .satisfactory? 
What services do clubwomen prefer? Are selected social-cultural factors 
associated with tb,e opinions·of clubwomen regarding the home service 
program? 
One hundred and seventeen club wome:ri completed the questionnaire., 
however fourteen questionnaires were excluded because of ~nadequate in-
formation. This. left a total of 103 respondents whose responses provide 
the data for this·study. The data in Table I show the distribution of 
the 117 clubwomen•participating in the study according to the clubs 
represented. 
The questionnaire was designed to reveal opinions of clubwomen with 
regard to: 
1) role and personality characteristics of the utility home 
·economist. 
2) association and use of. services· offered. 
3) availability of services. 
4) . satisfaction wi'tJ:1,-sell'vi:C'.Ss. 
5) influence on attitude toward utility company. 
19 
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·· 6) desired services. 
The responses were analyzed according·to the above list of factors and 
the variables identified in Chapter·II~. 
TABLE I 
CLUB AFFILIATION OF RESPONDENTS 
Members·Participating 
. Clubs 
American Association of University 
Women . 
.Business and Professional Women 
League of Women·Voters 







Opinions Regarding the Utility Home Economist and 
.Her Services According to Respondent's Age 





It was nypothesized that age would be a factor associated with 
opinions of clubwomen with regard to the utility home economist. When 
the clubwomen were divided into two age groups., fo.rty-one and seven-
tenths per cent were under fifty years of age and fQrty-seven and 
five-tenths·per cent were over fifty years. Sligh;t.ly over ten per 
cent failed to give information regarding age. 
~.definition and p~rsonality characteristics 
The data in· Table II reveal a composite of the findings related 
to role definition of the utility home economist according to the age of 
/ 
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the respondents. Role definition refers to the clubwoman' s opinions of 
what she feels ''ought to be11 done by the home economist or what she 
thinks is the responsibility of the job holder. From a study of the 
data in.Table II, the following configurations have been formulated to 
describe the.role of the utility home economist. 
TABIE II 
ROLE OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST ACCORDING TO RESPONDENTis AGE 
Roles 
A goodwill ambassador 
An authority on homemaking 
An official hostess 
An educator 
A performance tester of equipment 
A developer of time and money saving ideas 
An authority on food preparation 
A liaison between customer-utility company 
·A liaison between customer-equipment 
dealer--manufacturer 
A utility company salesman 
An equipment salesman 
An advertising agent 
A demonstrator of homemaking-; ideas 
Number of Cases** 
Under 50 Over 50 
.Per Cent* Per Cent* 
88.~ 81.6 
69 .. 8 71.4 
69.8 71.4 
67.4 75.5 










* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the nno11 and 11no 
information" responses.are omitted. 
**The number of cases do not equal 103 because the responses of 11no 
information" as to age a.re omitted .. 
The roles checked most frequently by over half of the clubwomen 
under fifty years are listed here in descending order: a goodwill am-
· bassador for the utility company, a demonstrator of homemaking techniques., 
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a developer of time and money saving techniques., an authority. on home-
making, an official hostess of the utility company, an educator serving 
the community, a liaison between the customer and utility company, an 
authority on food preparation, and a performance tester of equipment. 
Appearing least frequently in descending order are these roles: a 
liaison between. the customer and the equipment dealer and mai:m~acturer, 
I 
an advertising agent, and a salesman for both the utility company and 
equipment.dealers. 
The roles of good will ambassador and a demonstrator of homemaking 
techniques also hold first and second place in a ranking based upon 
frequency of responses given by women over fifty years. In descending 
order the other role impressions by this group are listed: an educator 
serving the community, an authority on homemaking, an official hostess 
of the company, an authority on food preparation, a developer of time 
and money saving techniques, a liaison betwef,n the customer and utility 
company, and a performance t.estie'lr' of equipment.. Role characteristics 
appearing least often were in the same order as that of the women below 
fifty years. 
As a whole., age does not appear to be related to how clubwomen per ... 
ceive the role of the utility home economist. Older and younger women 
see the role very similiarly; yet there are exceptions. The older women 
see the utility home economist as a salesman for the equipment dealers 
and manufacturer much more frequently than do the younger women. ·The 
more frequent."no information" responses of the younger women may in-
dicate they are less familiar with her. 
Personality characteristics are qualities which the clubwomen 
attribute to the utility home economist. The women over fifty years 
TABLE.III 
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UTILITY HOME 
ECONOMIST ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S AGE 
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Under 50 










Ill at ease 
. Up-to-date ideas 
Out-of-date ideas 
Interest in·homemiµ.ing,;problems 
.Lack of·interest in homemaking. problems 
Alert to homemaking needs 
Not alert to homemaking needs 
Number of Cases** 















* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of.cases does not equal 103 because the responses of "no 
information" as to age are omitted. 
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recorded.a higher percentage of favorable responses as to the person-
ality characteristics of the utility home economist. Yet, only one 
member, under fifty years, believes the home economist is limited in 
knowledge, afraid of people, UJ).kempt in appearance, ill at ease, out-
of-date in ideas, uninterested in home problems, and not alert to home~ 
making needs. The data in Table III summarizes this information. 
Association and use of services 
When the clubwomen's responses regarding association with the 
utility home economist and the extent to which her services have been 
used are-analyzed, as shown in Table IV, the findings indicate that 
more of the older than the younger women have had association with her. 
This association has been largely through newspaper articles, telephone, 
chance meetings, group demonstrations, and home shows. It follows that 
the older women have used more of her services. More of the older 
women than the younger women have had instructions on the operation and 
care of laundry equipment a.n.a. special features of appliances, such as 
the rotisserie and the automatic clock control. In the yo1.1..'1.ger group, 
not a single service was used by as many as one-half of the women. Over 
one-half of the older women, however, have used information pertaining 
to food preparation which is presented by the utLLity home economist 
and the literature provided by a local utility company. The number of 
younger women who use the services "sometimes" or· 11frequently" ranges 
from two and three-tenths per cent to fort=-y-six and five-tenths per 
cent. The comparable range for the older group is from eight and two-
tenths to fifty-seven and one tenth per cent.·Surprisingly en.ou.gh there 
is little variation in the "no information11 responses of the two groups, 
even though the women above fifty years indicated more contact vd th the 
home economist. Table V summarizes this d.ata. 
TABLE ·Iv 
ASSOCIATION WITH THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S AGE 
Under 50 Over 








































* The sums of.per cent do not eq_ual 100 because the·"no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not eq_ual 103 because the responses of "no 
information" as to age are omitted. 
Availability of services 
A studyof the data in Table VI will show that.fifty per·cent of 
the women over age fifty believe the services of the utility. home econo-
mist a:re'··a:va.ilable to any woman's club, special groups, school classes, 
and youth groups. Woman's clubs was the only listing for which over fifty 
per cent of the members below age fifty responded, Onlya small per-
centage of both groups believe the services are available to utility 
customers, only, and utility employees •. "Others" were comments made by 
women who indicated that the services are available to "anyone who asks 
for it". Perhaps a service·offered by the local gas company.in Still-
water attributes for the high percentage of respondents in both groups. 
TABLE V 
USE OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST'S SERVICES 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S AGE 
Under 50 Over 




Services Per Cent* Per Cent* Per Cent* Per Cent* 
Instructions on: 
laundry equipment 9.3 67.4 18.4 61.2 
major kitchen appliances 32.6 46.5 32.7 49.0 
small kitchen appliances 14.o 60.5 16.3 57.1 
special appliance features 4.7 72.1 22.5 59.2 
cleaning·equipment 7.0 67.4 ·10.2 67.4 
other ·39-5 34.7 
Information as to: 
time, energy saving ideas 23.3 48.8 24.5 44.9 
food preparation 44.2 34.9 51.0 36 .'7 
meal planning 37.2 34.9 38.8 44.9 
nutrition 27.9 46.5 26.5 53.1 
food preservation .16.3 58.1 22.5 55.1 
laundry practices 16.3 60.5 16.3 57.1 
housecleaning 11.6 58.1 8.2 65.3 
other 37.2 42.9 
Assistance in planning: 
kitchen area 11.6 62.8 10.2 65.3 
laundry area 4.7 69.8 8.2 63.3 
house, business lighting 7.0 67.4 10.2 61.2 
heating of house 2.3 69.8 8.2 65.3 
other 46 .5 49.0 
Literature 48.8 32.6 57.1 22.5 
Other 23.3 4.1 18.4 
Number of Cases** (43) (48) 
* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the · "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of. cases does not equal 103 because. the responses· of· "no 
information"· as·to age are omitted. 
whoindicated that woman's clubs have access to the. services. In this 
community, woman's club groups can earn money by attending the demon-
strations of the home economist. 
TABLE.VI 
AVAILABILITY OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST'S 
SERVICES.ACCORDING TO.RESPONDENT'S AGE 
Availability of Service 
Equipment dealers 
Utility customers, only 
Utility company employees 
.Youth groups 
School classes 





Number of Cases** 
Under·50 

























* The sums· of per cent do not equal 100 because the ''no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of'"no 
information" as to age are omitted. 
Satisfaction.with services 
A considerable difference exists .. be.tween the younger ·and older 
women in their responses to the question,· "Have.you generally been 
satisfied with·the services youhave·received from. the.utility home 
economist?". ·· The data in Table VII indicate that .almost one"'.'half of 
clubwomen under. age fifty are:· satisfied com.pared with almost three-
fourths of ,those over age fifty. 
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TABLE VII 
SATISFACTION WITH THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST'S 
SERVICES ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT" AGE. 
Under 50 Over·50 














* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of "no 
information" as to age are omitted. 
Influence on attitude toward the utility company 
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When the !lyes" and "perhaps" responses are combined, a majority of 
clubwomen believe that the services of the utility home economist do 
influence their attitude toward the utility company (see Table VIII). 
A larger proportion of the younger women than the·older·women·indicated 
that the·influence was favorable. There were no. responses by either 
group as to the services being unfavorable. 
Desired Services 
A slightly higher percentage of women below age fifty indicated a 
desire for services from the utility home economist, particularly in 
regard to the items of writing newspaper articles and informing manu-
facturers of what is desired in equipment ( see Table IX). Over fifty 
· TABLE VIII 
THE·UTILITY HOME :ECONOMIST'S.INFLUENCE ON 
CLUBWOMEN'S ATTITUDES TOWARD THEUTILITY 
COMPANY ACCOBDING TO RESPONDENT'S AGE 
Under·50 
Influence on Attitude Per·Cent* 
Yes 39 .• 5 
Perhaps 16.3 
No 4.7 
No contact 27.9 
Number of Cases** (43) 
Favorable 70.8 
Unfavorable 










* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the·"no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of· 11no 
information" as to age are omitted, 
per cent of the younger women perfer the·services·of assistance on the 
operation and care of new equipment, rec.ipes, a community. program co-
ordinated by all home economists·serving the community, contact with 
manufacturersregarding homemakers desires in equiprrient,weekly news-
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paper·articles, instructions to youth groups regarding use of equipment, 
cooking classes, and demonstration of new appliances on the market. A 
higher proportion of the younger than the older women responded "perhaps" 
on the additional services of the utility home economist: being on call 
at the office, working more with groups than individuals, and presenting 
·weekly radio or television·programs. 
TABLE! IX 
SER.v.J:~ ·DES:RED FROM ~ UTl4LTY H~ EO-PN~MJ:ST 
AC€1.QRJ)ING Te BE8PQNDEN1?1 S AGE 
Desired.Services 
Oa.J..1 by telephone to learn :ifr.rass.±stan-ce iscneeded 
Oome to see- i:f assistance is needed 
Stay in office so that . she may be called 
Waew l}eWspa:e~r artiel§:!S 
Weekly radio or television programs 
Recipes: 
Inform the manufacturer ·of' wants in equipment 
·· Inform the. G:ommunity of her ·ser&:ices 
Work more with groups than indi vidua.ls 
Work more with individuals than groups 
.(;}Qok:i,ng clas Se$ . 
Assistance vti th the operation and care of' new eg_uipment 
Assista.nce With entertaining ideas 
Demonstration Of new appllauees on the market to aid 
se1ect::Lon 
Teach youth groups. use of equipment 
Write instructions on the use of applla.nces 
A comm.unity program coordinated by Home Economist 
·Other 






















11 .. 6 69.,8 
16.3 62 .. 8 
41.9 4.6 
30 .. 2 4 ... 6 
34.8 9.3 
23 .. 3 . 2.3 
20.9 7.0 




11 .. 6 4 .. 6 
23.3 30 .. 2 
30.2 4 .. 6 
27.9 9 .. 3 




I Over 50 






. 35.4 35.4 
66.7 12,.5 
41.7_ 12 .. 5. 
81.2 4.2 
62.5 8.3 









¥ The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the "no info!~~ic:m•t responses are omitted .. 
No 
64.6 















**'El,e 'lluml:;>er,:ofrcase,s·,does not equal 103 because the responses of 11no inforrnation'l as to age are omitted. Ul 
0 
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Women above the age fifty prefer recipes, the demonstration of new 
appliances on the market, a community program, assista..nce with the 
operation and care of the appliances they own, cooking classes, and 
the instruction of youth groups on the use of equipment. A ·:higher 
frequency of·"no information" responses were consistently given by the 
women over fifty years. 
Opinions Regarding the Utility Home Economist and Her 
Services According to Respondent's Marital Status 
Since it was hypothesized that marital status could be an influence-
ing factor on the opinions of clubwomen with regard to the utility home 
economist and. her services, the clubwomen I s responses were analyzed 
according to those married and those not married. Of the 103 respon-
dents almost thirty-six per cent were classified as single, widowed or 
divorced; slightly less than sixty per cent were married. Five women 
gave no information as to marital status. Only one of the sixty-one 
married members had been married less than three years; eleven had been 
married from three to ten years; fourteen from eleven to twBnty years; 
seventeen from twenty-one to thirty years; a..nd eighteen over thirty 
. years. The single., married or widowed group will be referred. to as the 
single group throughout this presentation. 
Role definition a..nd personality characteristics 
In general there was considerable agreement between the two marital 
status groups regarding role definition. The only difference was in the 
rank order based upon frequency 1.isting. A study of the date in Table X 
will reveal that over one-half of the single clubwomen identified the 
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utility home economist as a demonstrator of homemaking techniques, a 
goodwill ambassador for the utility company,.an educator serving the 
community, an authority on food preparation, a performance tester of 
equipment, and a liaison between the customer, and the equipment dealer 
and the manufacturer. Less than one-half of all the clubwomen viewed 
the home economist as an advertising agent, and a salesman. for both the 
electric company and equipment dealers or manufacturer. 
TABLE X 
ROLES OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST ACCORDING 
TO RESPONDENT'S MARITAL STATUS 
Roles 
A goodwill ambassador 
An authority on homemaking 
An official hostess 
An educator 
A performance tester of equipment 
A developer of time and money saving ideas 
An authority on food preparation 
A liaison between customer-utility company 
A liaison between customer-equipment 
dealer-manufacturer 
A utility company salesman 
An equipment salesman 
. An advertising agent 
A demonstrator of homemaking·ideas 

































* The sums of per· cent do not equal 100 .because the "no" and "no 
information" responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responsesof "no 
information" as to marital status are omitted. 
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The married clubwomen believe the utility home economist to be in 
dei:;cending order: a goodwill ambassador for the utility company, a 
demonstrator of homemaking techniques, an officiaJ.._hostess of _the utility 
company, an.authority on homemaking, an educator servtng the community, 
a developer of time and money saving techniques, a liaison between the 
customer and the utility company, an auth0rity on food preparation and 
a performance tester of equipment. 
Slight disagreement was shown by both groups in their beliefs 
about two roles.; namely as an educator and as an advertising agent. · Of 
the single women eight-tenths considered the home economist an educator, 
slightly over four-tenths an advertising agent; whereas almost two ... thirds 
and three ... tenths; respectively., of the married women expressed the same 
opinions .. 
When the opinions on personality characteristics are analyzed., 
C~e Table Xl) an interesting difference is evident. The single women 
picture the _utility home economist as be-ing friendly,- attractive., well 
/ 
informed, self confident., having an interest in homemaking problems., and 
. being alert to homemaking needs more frequently than do the married 
women. Only on the item of up-to-date ideas are the single and married 
women in relatively-close agreement. 
Association and use of services ·---·~---........ 
A relationship may exist between the higher frequency of '1no infor-
mationn responses given by the married women and their less frequent 
contact with the utility home economist Which is evidenced in Table XII. 
Almost.three.,..fourths of the e-ingle group had attended group demon-
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TABLE XI 
PERSONALITY-CHARACTERISTICS OF THE'UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST 
-ACC©RDING . TO RESPONDENT' S MARITAL STATUS 
Personality Characteristics 
Well informed 
Doesn't know much 
Friendly 







Interest in homemaking problems 
·· Lack of interest in homemaking problems 
Alert to homemaking needs 
Not alert to homemaking needs 
Number of Cases** 
Single Married 
-Per Cent* Per Cent* 
81.1 63.9 
1.6 













* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the· 11no- information" 
responses.are omitted. 
-**The number of cases does not ,equal 103 because the responses of "no 
information" as to marital status are omitted. 
TABLE XII 
ASSOCIATION.WITH THE UTILITY HOME. ECONOMIST ACCORDING 
TORESPONDENT'S MARITAL STATUS 
Single Married 
Yes No Yes 
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No 
Association Per Cent* Per·Cent* Per··Cent* Per Cent* 
Newspaper articles 59.5 27.0 50.8 39.3 
Telephone 43.2 45.9 24.6 60.7 
· Chance · .meeting 54.o 37.8 21.3 59.0 
Home visits 8.1 73.0 3.3 70.5 
Contests 8.8 67.6 4.9 67.2 
Group demonstrations 73.0 24.3 39.3 44.3 
Home shows 21.6 54.o 9.8 63.9 
Others 8.1 18.9 8.2 ·19. 7 
Number of Cases** (37) (61) 
* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 b.ec8lls.e. ... the. "n.o. infp.rrnation" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal l0.3 bec.aus.e the_ .r.e.sponses of "no 
information" as to marital status are omitted. 
strations compared with about two-fifths of the married group. Approxi-
·mately two-fifths of the single group have talked .with the utility home 
economist by telephone and over one-half have·talkedwith her at chance 
meetings; whereas, only about one.-fifth of the married women have had 
these kinds of contact with her. 
·Almost one-half of the single women in contrast .to one-fifth of the 
married women receive instructions on the. operation and care of major 
kitchen appliances, such as the range. ·Considerable more of the single 
group than the married group receive information on time and energy 
saving ideas, food preparation, meal planning, and house cleaning hints. 
Although a low percentage. of women. indicated .. assistance in planning 
kitchens, lighting, and heating of the house, these services surprisingly 
TABLE XIII 
USE OF THE UTILITY H0ME ECONOMIST' S SERVICES ACC0RDING 
TO RESPONDENT'S MARITAL STATUS 
Single ·Married 
Yes No Yes No 
Services Per Cent* Per Cent* Per Cent* Per Cent* 
Instruc;tions on: 
laundry equipment 16.2 62.1 9.8 67.2 
major kitchen appliances 45.9 45.9 19.7 52.5 
small kitchen appliances ·21.6 56.8 9.8 60.7 
. special appliance features ·16.2 67.6 11.5 62.3 
cleaning equipment 13.5 64.9 3.3 68.8 
other 29.7 39.3 
Information as to: 
time, energy saving ideas 32.4 45.9 18.0 49.2 
food preparation 64.9 29.7 34.4 42.6 
meal planning . 48.6 35.1 22.9 ·45.9 
nutrition 32.4 . 51,3 29.5 50 .8 
food preservation 29.7 51,3 14,. 7 57.4 
laundry practices 29.7 54.o 8.2 62.3 
housecleaning 24.3 59.5 3.3 63.9 
other 27.0 45.9 
Assistance in planning: 
kitchen area 18.9 64.9 · 4.9 63.9 
laundry area 10.8 67.6 3.3 65 .6 
house, business · lighting ·16.2 64.9 3.3 65.6 
heating of house 13.5 64.9 68.8 
other 43.2 50.8 
Literature 73.0 16.2 39.3 34.4 
Other 2.7 13.5 1.6 24.6 
Number of Cases** (37) (61) 
* The sums of. per cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
·**The number of cases does not eg_ual 103 because the responses of· 11 no 
information" as to marital status are omitted. 
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were used more often by single than·by married women. Twenty of the 
single · women · use the planning · service compared with· .. seven of the. married 
ones. ,Almost three-fourths of the single group to two-fifths· of the 
married· women use· the literature·· service. Table llII summarizes the data 
regarding·theutility home. economist's services which have been used by 
the·· re sponde;it s • 
Availability of service 
The data in Table XIV summarize·the·opinions of the marital status 
groups as to whom they believe the services of the utility home economist 
TABLE XIV 
AVAILABILITY.OF THE.UTILITY HOME.ECONOMIST'S SERVICE9 
. ACCORDING .. TO THE RESPONDENT' S 'MARITAL STATUS 
Availab:i,li ty of Service 
Equipment dealers 
Utility customers, only 
. Utility company." employees 
Youth groups 
-Schoc'1 classes 
































* The sums·of·per cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of:"no 
information" as to .marital stattl-s are om_itted. 
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are available. ©nly · woman I s club groups·· received above a fifty per cent 
response from the married group as having access to this service. Over 
one-,half of the single women indicated that·the utility home economist 
serves woman's clubs, special groups, school classes, youth groups, home 
economics teachers, equipment dealers, and individuals. Whereas a vari-
ation exists between percentages on most of the categories of people to 
whom the services. are available, the reader should keep in mind the 
differences in number of respondents in the marital status groups. 
TABLE XV 
.·· SATISFACTION WITH THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST'S SERVICES 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S MARITAL STATUS 



















* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the "noinformation" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of"no 
information" as to marital status are omitted. 
Satisfaction with services 
A majority of women from both marital status. groups indicate sat-
isfa.ction with the services of the utility home econcnni:st (see Table XV). 
A larger percentage, :seven-tenths, of the. single women,.however, indi-
cated satisfaction than did the married group, five-tenths. Almost 
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one-third of the married group reported 11no.contact 11 with the home econo-
mist· in contrast to only·one,-sixth of the single group. There,was only·one 
indication of dissatisfaction, recorded by a member of the married group 
but one one in the single group expressed dissatisfaction. 
Influence · on attitude _toward _the _utility company 
_ As· seen in the data of Table XVI, three--fourths ·of: the -single group, 
in contrast to almost one-half of the married group:, resp:ondedwith 11yes 11 
or·llperhaps" to the possibility of the home economi·st influencing their 
attitudes toward the· utility company... · It is intere·sting" tha;t about 
TABLE ·xvr-
THE 'UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST'S ·.IN.FLUENCE ON. CLUBWOMEN' S 
:ATTITUDES TOWARD THE UTILITY COMPANY'ACCORDING 
TO RESPONDENT'S'MARITAL STATUS 
;,: . 
Single_ ··Married 
_ Influence .·on Attitude _Per Cent:* ·Per Cent* 
Yes 43.2 34.4 
Perhaps 32-.4 14.7 
No 5.4 3.3 
No contact 10.8 -31.1 
Number of.Cases** (37) (61) 
Favorable 50.0 70.0 
Unfavorable 
·Number · of ·Cases** - (30) (30) 
* The sums of p.er cent do not -equal 100 because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of c.ases does not equall03 because theresponses of· 11no 
information" as to marital status-are omitted. 
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orre:-tenth of the single members as compared with aJ.m.ost one-third of the 
marr:Led group registered "no contact'' with the ut,ility home economist" 
Yet of the thirty married members who indicated the home economist has 
influenced their attitudes, twenty one believe the influence was faYor-
able. ,Only fifteen of the thirty single women who similiarly responded 
indicated a favorable influ-ence. None of the respondents evaluatEJGL the 
influence as unfavorable • 
. D~sired :services 
In general both marital status groups were in agreement as to the 
services they desire from the utility home economist. ,As the data in 
Table XVII show, the ranking of these services based upon frequencies 
varied slightly between the two groups'° Over eighty five per cent of 
both groups wanted the home economist. to inform the . community of her 
services .. -Second h:i,ghest.:ror both groups was the service of providing 
recipes. Over one ... ha.lf of the single women desire the following ser-
vices in.descending orde.r 'O;f frequoency: help homemakers with operation 
and care of new equipment, work more clos,ely with groups than individual 
homemakers, work clos.ely with home economics teachers and home demon-
st.ration agents to coordinate a community program, demonstrate the use 
of new appliances, offer cooking classes, inform the manufacturer of 
i 
--What is' desired in equipmen:t, and· tes:ch youtrr··-gro·a::rn,r how to u,;se. equipment .. 
Over one•half of the married women prefe:t' the services., in descend-, 
i:ng ord:er of frequency: work closely with home economics teachers and 
home demonstration agents to coordinate a commuriityprQgram, help home-
~s o'.Wning new ,e'g_uipment.,with its operation and care, offer cooking 
TABLE XVII 
SERVICES DESIRED FROM THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S MARITAL STATUS 
Desired Services 
Call by telephone to learn if,. a.ss,ist.ance; ia.:rie~ded 
Come to see if assistance is·needed 
Stay in office so that she may be calJ_ed 
Weekly newspaper articles 
Weekly radio or television programs 
Recipes 
Inform the manufacturer of wants in equipment 
Inform the community of her services 
·work more·with groups than individuals 
Work more with individuals than groups 
Cooking classes 
Assistance with the operation and care of new equipment 
Assistance with entertaining ideas 
Demonstration of new appliances on the market to aid 
selection 
Teach youth groups use of equipment 
Write instructions on the use of applia...-rices 
A commu..~ity program coordinated by Home Economist 
·Other 
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classes, demonstrate the use of new applia..Dces, w.r·ite newspaper articles, 
and inform the manufacturer of what is desired in equipment. 
Two-fifths of the single women and one-third of the married ones 
were uncertain as to the desirability of weekly radio or television pro-
grams since they respona_ed "perhaps" to this service. Almost two-fifths 
of each group indicated they desire the service. Writing newspaper 
articles was checked ''perhaps" by over two-thirds and "yes" by four-tenths 
of the single women. Similiarly, over one-half of the married women 
responded "yes" and three-tenths responded "perhaps". 
When the "yes" and "perhaps" opinions of the women were combined, over 
one-half of both groups prefer that the home economist stay in her office 
so that she may be called if needed, assist with entertaining ideas, a..~d 
write instructions on the use of appliances. 
· Opinions Regarding the Utility Home Economist 
According to Respondent's Occupation 
To determine if an association exists between the occupation of 
clu,pwomen and their opinions regarding the utility home economist and 
her services, the responses were analyzed according to three occupational 
classifications. ·Approximately two-fifths of the respondents are full 
time homemakers, cme-third are homemaker-workers, and one-third are full 
time workers. · Six respondents gave no i:nformation as to occupation. 
~defini.tion and personality characteristics 
The highest proportion of clubwomen in each of the occupation classi-
fications, as summarized in the data of Table XVIII, believe the role of 
the home economist is that·of a goodwill ambassador for the utility company. 
TABLE.XVIII 
ROLES OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST ACCORDING 





Worker -·· Worker 
Roles Per Cent* Per Cent* 
A goodwill ambassador 
An authority on homemaking 
· An official hostess 
An educator 
A performance tester of equipment 
A developer of time-and money saving ideas 
An authority on food preparation 
A liaison between customer-utility company 
A liaison between customer-equipment 
dealer-manufacturer 
A utility company salesman 
An equipment salesman 
An advertising agent 
A demonstrator-of homemaking ideas 















* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the·"no 11 and "no 















**The ri.umber of· cases doescnot equal :103 beeause the r~s:p0nses o:i\ "no 
information" as to occupation·are omitted. 
The second highest proportion of fuJI.time homemakers and full.time workers 
agree that she is a demonstrator of homemaking techniques; whereas, the 
next largest proportion of homemaker-workers believe her·role·to be that 
of an official hostess for the company. Over one-half of the f~ time 
homemakers-view her duties as, listed in descending order of·frequency: 
an authority on homemaking, a developer of time and money saving 
techniques, an educator serving the community, an official hostess of 
the company, a performance testor of equipment, an authority on food 
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preparation, and a liaison between the customer and utility company. 
The homemaker-workers:indicated the following roles, listed in 
descending order of frequency: a demonstrator of homemaking techniques, 
. a developer·of time and money saving tecbnig_ues, an authority on food 
preparation, an educator serving the community, a liaison between the 
customer and company, a performance tester of equipment, and an authority 
on homemaking. More than one-half of the full time workers identified 
the utility home economist'sroles as being: an educator serving the 
·community, a liaison between the customer and the utility company, an 
official hostess of the·company, an authority on homemaking, a developer 
of time and money saving techniques, an authority on food preparation, 
a performance tester of equipment, and a liaison between the customer 
·and the equipment dealer and manufacturer. 
Generally the three groups·of clubwomen are in agreement as to the 
types ·of roles held by the home economis.to Exceptiora are indicated by 
the fact that three-fourths·of full time homemakers compared w:Lth over 
nine-tenths of the homemaker-workers believe her role to be that of a 
goodwill ambassador. It should be remembere~howeve~ that the numbers 
·of respondents in these two groups differ considerably. Similarly sized 
groups, full time homemakers and full time workers, va_-r-y in opinion on 
four items. As·an official hostess of the utility company, almost two-
thirds of the homemakers in contrast to three,-fourths of the workers 
believe this to be her role. The same proportion of homemakers, saw 
another role as·an educator, yet over four-fifths of the workers·de-
scribe this as a role. Similarly, slightly over one-half of the home-
makers in contrast to four-fifths of the workers indicated a liaison 
,,· 
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between the customer·and the utility company as a role of the home 
economist. A higher proportion of homemakers than of workers believe 
that she is not a salesman for the utility company. More "no infor-
.mation"·answers were recorded by the full time homemakers and the home-
makers-workers than by the full time workers. 
According to the·evidence in Table XIX, homemaker-workers·and the 
full time workers agree·closely on the personality characteristics·of 
the utilityhome·economist. On the·other hand there is disagreement 
between the full time homemakers and full time workers on the items·of 
being friendly, being self confident, having.an interest in.homemaking 
problems, and being·alert to homemaking needs. The·percentage of positive 
responses to these items is considerably higher for full time workers 
than for full time homemakers. With only one·exception, the full time 
homemakers contributed greatest numbers·of "no information" responses 
to each item. The largest degree of variation evidenced is in regard 
to alertness to homemaking needs. Three~fourths of the full time 
workers· and almost two-fifths· of the full time homemakers, but only 
one-twenty-fifth·of the homemaker-workers gave·a positive·:tesponse. 
, .A9.socia.tion·.and .~ .of._services 
A9 the data·in Table·:xx indicate the full time·workers have more 
frequent contact with the utility home economist through .reading news-
paper articles, conversing over the telephone, talking in informal 
conversa.tion·at cha.nee meetings, attending group demonstrations, and 
E1eeing her at home shows than do·either of the other occupation groups. 
· The greatest difference exists on the item of talking with tlJ.e·,boi:ne:,eeatiGlniist 
TABIB XIX 
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTics·oFTHE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S OCCUPATION 
Personality Characteristics 
Well informed 






Ill at ease 
Up-to-date ideas 
Out-of-date ideas 
Interest in homemaking problems 
Full time Homemaker Full time 
Homemaker Worker Worker 





















Lack of interest in homemaking problems 
48.8 
4.9 
Alert to homemaking needs 
Not alert to homemaking needs 






* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the·"no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of "no 
information" as to occupation are omitted. 
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at chance meetings. One-half of the full time workers indicated having 
this contact,.but only one-fifth of the full time homemakers and one-
third of the homemaker-workers gave the same indication,. Less than one-
twentieth of the homemakers have seen her at home shows; whereas one-sixth 
of homemaker-workers and one-fourth of full time. workers have made this 
contact. 
TABLE·XX 
ASSOCIATION WITH THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST ACCORDING 


























Homemaker Full time 
Worker · Worker 
Yes No Yes No 
Per Cent* Per Cent* 
58.3 25.0 62.5 34.4 
29.2 50.0 4o.6 50.0 
33.3 45.8 50.0 4o.6 
4.2 62.5 3.1 71.9 
8.3 62.5 6.2 65 .6 
45.8 33.3 62.5 28.1 
16.7 54.2 25.0 50.0 
· 8.3 12.5 6.2 18.7 
(24) (32) 
* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because. the responses of ·"no 
information as to occupation are omitted. 
One third of the full time homemakers us.ing the service of infor-
mation related to food preparation is considerably less than three.-fifths 
of the full time workers who do likewise.. The service used most often 
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bythe full time workers is the literature service. In contrast to this 
are:; one-half of the homemaker-workers(the services used by the greatest 
number of that group)and almost two-fifths of the full time.homemakers 
who·use the service (see Table XXI). With the exception of two items, 
information on nutrition and time and money saying ideas, a larger 
proportion of full time workers indicated use of the home economist's 
services than did either the homemakers or homemaker...,workers. It is 
interesting that the responses regarding the use of the utility home 
economist's·services by the homemakers and homemaker-workers are very 
similar. 
· Availability of . services 
The data in·Table·XXII show a composite of the clubwomen's 
opinions concerning the availability of the utility. home economist's 
services. More of the women in.each of the occupation groups·believe 
the services of the utility home economist are available to clubwomen 
than to any other group of people. ·Woman's club groups are the only 
groups having access to the services according to over one-half of the 
full time homemakers. Over · one...,half of the homemaker-workers.: indicated 
that the groups having access to the services of the utility home 
economist are special groups, youth groups, school classes, and home 
economics teachers. Over one-half of the full time workers believe 
the services are available to school classes, special groups, youth 
groups, and individuals. It is interesting to note that for the first 
time, a larger proportion of homemaker-workers responded to each item 
than did the other groups. 
TABLE XXI 





major kitchen appliances 
. small kitchen appliances 
special appliance features 
cleaning equipment 
other 
Information as to: 








Assistance in planning: 
kitchen area 
laundry area 






























































































































* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the·"no information" 
responsesare omitted. 
**The number of cases dcesc :hot ;equaJ:;;w3 because the .responses .. 'of," "no 
information" as to o.ccu:patio:b. a.re omitted~· 
TABLE XXII 
Ai-VAILABILITY ··oF TEE · UTILITY HOME . ECONOMIST'S SERVICES 
.. ACCORDING· TO' RESPONDENT'S 'OCCUPATION 
Full time Homemaker 
·Homemaker Worker 
Availability of Service Per·Cent* · Per ·cent* 
Equipment dealers 26.8 29.2 
Utility customers,-only 12.2 29.2 
Utility ··company empl:oyees 12.2 29.2 
Youth groups -36.6 ,62.5 
School classes 29.3 58 .. 3 
Home economics teachers ·29.3 54.2 
. Woman' s clubs 63.4 79.2 
Special groups 48.8 66.7 
Individuals 31.7 45.8 
Others 9.8 4.2 















* The sums of. per cent do not equal 100 because the· "no information" 
responses a.re omitted. 
**The :number of casei:; doe:sd1ot, eqilaDJ;.03:,bec.ause" ithe~r~sponses~'of ·~no 
information" as to occupation.a.re omitted. 
Satisfaction with services 
50 
The·three occupation groupings·indicatedpositive satisf1;1,ctionwith 
the services ·of the utility home economist (see Table <XXIII). Approxi-
mately three-fourths of the ful+··time workers., nearly two-thirds of 
homemaker-workers and slightly less than one-half of full·time homemakers 
recorded· satisfaction. · Two members responded "perhaps" and only one 
respondent,- a full time homemaker, indicated dissati:sfaction with the 
services received. ·Almost one-third of both the homemakers and home-
maker-workers, however; cited "no contact" with the utility home economist 
which possibly could account for the high frequency of·"no information" 
responses given to many of the questions by these two groups. 
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· TABLE XXIII ' 
SATISF ACTI©N . WITH·· THE . UTILITY . HOME ·.ECONOMIST:' S ·. SERVICES 
ACCORDING TO'RESPGNDENT'S"OCCUPATION 














Homemake+ Full time 
Worker Worker 





* The sums of per· cent do not equal 100 bec:ause the· "no information" 
re.sponses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of· "no 
information" as ·to. occupation are omitted • 
. Influence on at.ti tude toward the utility _ company 
With combined responses of· 11yes" and "perhaps11.,. more than half of 
all occupation groups indicated that the· services of the utility home 
economist influences their attitude toward the utility c:ompa.ny,. Only 
·one homema.ker-.worker and three·full time workers indicated that the 
utility home economist has·no inf:luence. "No contactll. re:sponses ·were 
high. among. the full time homemakers and the homemaker,-workers • 
. More than. one-half of the full time homemakers,. who responded that the 
home economist does influence the·ir attitudes to.ward the utility company, 
indicated a favorable influence,. Likewise, three,-fifths ·of the. home-
maker-workers· and two-thirds of the full time workers:,·. who ·admi,tted an 
influence, considered it favorable (:see Table XXIV). ·· 
TABLE')O{IV 
THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST'S INFLUENCE'ON CLDBWOMEN'S 
ATTITUDES.TOWARD THE UTILITY COMPANY ACCORDING 
TO'RESPONDENT'S'OCCUPATION 
" 
Full time Jiome~lcer 
Homemaker Worker 
Influence ·on Attitude Per Cenif Per·Cent* 
Yes 29.3 45.8 
Perhaps 21.9 16.7 
No ·- 4.2 
No ·contact 29-3 29.2 
'' 
Number of Cases -X-* (41) (24) 
Favorable 57.1 60.0 
Unfavorable ·- ·-.. ' . ' '" '' I ' 
" 














* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number ·of cases does. ,not'.~equaJJ:·::£!03 .be.e.au.se· the. ·r'E:!SPOIJJ3es,-:-of; "J10 
information" as to·occupation are o~tted. 
Desired. services 
A diversity of opinion regarding the type of services desired by 
women of different occupations can be seen from an analysis of the 
data in Table )O{V. ·OVer four-fifths of each of the occupation groups 
agree that the home economist should inform the community of her ser-:vices. 
The services desired by the full time homemaker,in descending order of 
frequency; are: help homemakers with operation and care of new equipment, 
tea.ch youth groups how to use equipment, work closely with home economics 
TABLE XXV 
SERVICES DESIRED FRCM THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S OCCUPATION . 
Full time Homemaker Homemaker-Worker Fu.ll time Worker 
Desired Services Yes Perhaps No Yes Perhaps No · Yes Perhaps No 
Per Cen~ Per Cen~ Per Cen~ 
Call by telephone to learn if assistance is needed 9.8 7.3 •. 65.8 8.3 12.5 66.7 3.1 6.2 71.9 
Come to see if assistance is needed 17.0 9.8 56.1 4.2 20.8 62.5 15.6 6.2 62.5 
Stay in office so that she may ba called 39.0 29.3 12.2 58.3 29.2 8.3 40.6 37.5 6~2 
Weekly newspaper articles 53.7 26.8 2.4 50.0 41.7 4.2 . 43.7 34.4 6.2 
Weekly radio or television programs 39.0 :;6.6 2.4 37.5 50.0 4.2 43.7 28.1 12.5 
Recipes 56.1 24.4 4.9 79.2 8.3 4.2 71.9 25 .• 0 -
Inform the manufacturer of wants in equipment 56.1 4.9 19.5 50.0 29.2 8.3 ~-9 21.9. 9.4 
Inform the community of her services 87.8 4.9 - 91.7 4.2 - 81.2 3.1 3.1 
Work more with groups than individuals 34.1 29.3 17.1 54.2 16.7 8.3 56.2 15.6 6.2 
Work niore with individuals than groups 12.2 17.1 31.7 4.2 8.3 50.0 9.4 9.4 43.7 
Cooking classes 58.5 26.8 7.3 62.5 29.2 - 50.0 18.7 15.6 
Assistance with the operation and care of new equipment 63-4 14.6 4.9 70.8 8.3 4.2 62.5 6.2 12.5 
Assistance with entertaining ideas 39.0 19.5 24.4 25.0 16.7 33.3 21.9 31.2 25.0 
Demonstration of new appliances on the market to aid selection 58.5 26.8 2.4 58.3 20.8 4.2 56.2 18~7 15.6 
Teach youth groups use of equipment · 61.0 17.1 9.8 54.2 20.8 8.3 50.0 28.1 9.4 
Write instructions on the use of appliances 31.7 21.9 24.4 33.3 33.3 12.5 40.6 12.5 31.2 
A community program coordinated by Home Economist 6.1 2.9 2.4 87.5 4.2 50.0 31.2 3.1 
Others 2.4 - -- - - - - - -
Number of Cases** (41) (24) (32) 
* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of "n6 information" as to occupation are omitted. 
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teachers and home demonstration agents to coordinate a community program, 
demonstrate the use of new appliances on the market, offer cooking classes, 
inform the manufacturer of what is desired in equipment, provide recipes, 
and write weekly newspaper articles. 
More than one-half of the homemaker-workers wanted the following 
services, listed in descending order of frequency: work closely with 
home economics teachers and home demonstration agents to coordinate a 
community program, provide recipes., help homemakers wi.th the operation 
and care of new equipment, offer cooking classes, stay in her office so 
that she may be contacted by the homemaker, demonstrate the use of new 
appliances, teach youth groups how to use equipment, work more with groups 
than indi vi.duals, wri.te weekly newspaper articles, and inform the manu-
facturer of what is desired in equipment. 
The full time worker prefers the services: providing recipes, helping 
homemakers with operation and care of equipment, demonstrating the use 
of new appliances, working more with groups than individuals, offering 
cooking classes, and working closely with other home economists in the 
community to coordinate a community program. 
Over seven-tenths of the homemaker-workers and full time workers, 
but only one-half of the full time homemakers, want utility home econ-
omist's recipe service. Almost two-fifths of the homemakers want assist-
ance with entertaining ideas; whereas only one-fifth of the workers desired 
this service. Desiring a community program coordinated by the utility 
home economist, home economics teachers, and home demonstration agents are 
almost nine-tenths of the homemaker-workers, six-tenths of the homemakers, 
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and one-half' of the workers. A high degree of uncertainty, indicated by 
''perhaps" response was shown by aJ.l groups on the items of: stay in her 
office so that she may be contacted, write newspaper articles, and present 
weekly radio or television programs. 
Opinions Regarding the Utility Home Economist 
According to Respondent 1 s·Education 
For the variable of education, respondents. were asked to state the 
highest level of education attained. The information received was tri-
chotomized into the classifications: 1) thirty per cent had attended 
either grade school, high school or college but did not have·a college 
degree; 2) slightly over twenty per cent had received a bachelor degree; 
and 3) over forty per cent had advanced degrees. ·Six respondents gave 
no information as to educational status. 
~ definition and personality characteristics 
In general there was agreement among tha three educational groups, 
as to the roles of the. utility home economista On three items, however 
there was an interesting variation (.see Table XXVI). Over three-fifths 
of those with less than a college degree believe the home economist to 
be·an·educator·serving the community. In contrast to this are over 
three-fourths of the women having a bachelor degree who identified this 
as her role. Of clubwomen with advanced degrees, three-fourths believe 
education to be her role. Her role as a liaison between the customer and 
the utility company was checked by over one-half' of the women with less 
than.a college degree. On the other hand, three-fourths of the women 
with advanced degrees have the same opiniono Over one-haJ.f of these women 
TABLE XXVI 
ROLES OF THE UTILITY HOIYIE ECONOMIST ACCORDING 
TO RESPONDENT'S EDUCATION 
·Less than Bachelor 
College degree Degree 
Roles Per Cent* Per Cen-& 
A goodwill ambassador 90.3 77.3 
An authority on homemaking 67.7 72.7 
An official hostess 74.2 63.6 
An educator 61.3 77.3 
A performance tester of equipment 51.6 63.6 
A developer of time and money saving 
ideas 61.3 77.3 
An authority on food preparation 64.5 63.6 
A liaison between customer-utility 
company 58.1 59.1 
A liaison between customer-equipment 
dealer-manufacturer 29.0 4o.9 
A utility company salesman 38.7 31.8 
An equipment salesman 16.;t 18.2 
. An advertising agent 32.3 45.4 
A demonstrator of homema.ki~g ideas 77.4 72.7 


















* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the·"no and "no 
information" responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does:)not .,equal'.,103 because· the· responses ol ",no 
informatiorl'as to education are omitted. 
as compared with almost one-third of those without degrees think of the 
home economist as a liaison between the customer, and the equipment 
dealer and manufacturer. 
The role as goodwill ambassador for the utility company is named by 
the largest proportion of respondents in each of the education groups. 
Equal proportions of women with bachelor degrees cited the roles of an 
educator serving the·community, a developer of time and money saving 
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ideas and a goodwill ambassador as part of the utility home economist's 
responsibility. Almost three-fifths of women without a college degree 
and women with advanced degrees believe her to be a demonstrator of home-
making techniques. 
,Other roles which more than one-half of the respondents with less 
than a college degree attribute to the utility home economist are listed 
in descending order: a demonstrator of homemaking techniques, an official 
hostess for the utility company, an authority on homemaking, an authority 
on food preparation, a developer of time and money saving techniques, an 
educator se~ving the community, a liaison between the customer and the 
utility company, and a performance tester of equipment. 
Over fifty per cent of women with a bachelor degree assocj.ate the 
roles: an authority on homemaking, an authority on food preparation, a 
demonstrator of homemaking techniques, a performance tester of equipment, 
and a liaison between the customer and utility company with the utility 
home economist. The roles cited by more than one-half of the women with 
advanced degrees are in descending order of frequency: a demonstrator of 
homemaking techniques, a liaison between the customer and the utj.lity 
company, an educator serving the community, an official hostess of the 
utility company, a developer of time and money saving techniques,&~ 
authority on homemaking, an authority on food preparation, a performance 
tester of equipment, and a liaison between the customer and the equipment 
dealer and manufacturer. 
The data in Table XXVII reveal that women with less than a college 
degree and women with advanced degrees are in fairly close agreement re-
garding the personality characteristics of the utility home economist. 
---
TABLE XXVII 
PERSONALITY·CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S EDUCATION 
Less than Bachelor 
College Degree Degree 
Personality Characteristics ·Per Cenif Per Cent* 
Well informed 74.2 59.1 
Doesn't know much 3.2 
Friendly 77.4 59.1 
Afraid of people 
C) 
3.2 
Attractive 74.2 59.1 
Unkempt appearance 3.2 
Self confident 67.2 45.4 
Ill at ease 3.2 
up·-to-date ideas 64.5 50.0 
Out-of-date ideas 3.2 
Interest in homemaking problems 58.1 50.0 
Lack of interest in homemaking problems I 6.4 
Alert to homemaking needs 51.6 36.4 
Not alert to homemaking needs 3.2 












* The sums of per-cent do not equal 100 because the 11 no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not _,_equal )!03 because the responses .of· 11iio 
information" as to education are omitted. 
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Women holding bachelor degrees tend to assess her·personality character-
istics .. s-omewhat differently. A high.proportion of the latter group 
responded"no information". ·Even though over a twenty per cent different-
ial exists·between bachelor degree and advanced degree women on the 
characteristics of being frliendly, self confident, up to date on ideas, 
interested in homemaking problem~,and alert to homemaking needs, caution 
ininterpretating these·data is required since twice as many advanced 
degree·women·than bachelor.degree-women.participated in the study. Only 
one clubmember - one with less than a college degree responded negatively 
.· to all items. 
Association and~ of _services 
The data·presented in Table XXVIII'indicate that women with·advanced 
degrees have had more contact with tne utility home economist than women 
with lesser education through reading her newspaper articles, talking 
with·her by telephone and at chance meetings, entering contests judged 
by her, and seeing her at home shows. The women with bachelor degree 
indicated less contact on most items. Over one-half of the bachelor de-
gree women have had no association by telephone, chance meeting, home 
visits, contests, or home shows. None of the kinds of association listed 
on the·questionnaire had been experienced by fifty per cent of the res-
pondents lnDldialgcbaehe:la!r g:egr~es. 
Over one-half- of the clubwomen with less than a college degree have 
attended group demonstrations and have read newspaper articles written 
by the utility.home economist. More than one-half of the advanced degree 
women responded to the same items, but in reverse order, i.e. newspaper 
ar.ticlesand group demonstrations. 
TABLE XXVIII 











Number of Cases** 
'Less than 
.. College Degree 
























Per·cent* Per Cent* 
40.9. -45.4 61.4 29.5 
22.7 .. 59.1 - 43.2 52.3 
31.8 59.1 43.2 45.4 
4.5 72-.7 .. 2.3 77.3 
72.'7 ·-1L4 68.2 
45.4 ·50.0 -- 54.5 34.1 
13.6 68.2 -25.0 52.3 
4.5 .31.8 6.8 22.7 
. (22) (44) 
: . ,. '· . 
* The sums.of per·cent do·not-equal 100 becaus:e. the "no .. in:Eormation" 
responses 13,re omitted, 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of.· ."no. 
information"·as to education are omitted. 
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The only service used by over one--half of·· the women having 0advanced 
degrees was information on food pl;'eparation, (see Tab.le XXIX).. · Even though 
more ofthe·women wi:thless than a college degree indicated contact-with 
the home- economist than did the bachelor. degree °1'.70men,· the extent to which 
this group .uses the. services is generally .less.;. A high· percentage of· "no 
information." responses was recorded by this gro.up,. The .greatest·diffen-
tial of opinion was expressed on the i:tem of ·literature_ service,, About 
two-fifths. of those, with less than a- college·. degree and_,.tho:se with the 
bachelor degree use. thi·s service, in contrast to almost two~thirds of 
the -women·. having: an advanc.ed. degl'.ee.,.. Considerably more of this · latter 
Services 
TABLE XXIX 
USE OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST'S SERVICES 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S EDUCATION 
Less than Bachelor 
College Degree Degree 




·Per Cent* Per Cent* Per Cent* 
Instructions on: 
laundry equipment 
major kitchen appliances 





Information as to: 









Assistance in planning: 
kitchen area 
laundry area 













































































































* The sums of per cent a.a not equal 100 because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does.c; n0t _,etj_ua.D:103 because the rernponses' o:f ~'no 
information as to education are omitted. 
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(J 
group than of the other group use information on laundry practices and 
instructions on major kitchen appliances, ye,t.·cmdlre:' b'S.eheico:r.;:,de:gr:ee ::women: use 
information on nutrition than do women with either advanced degrees or 
less than college degrees. 
Availability. of .services 
An analysis of the data in Table XXX discloses that more women from 
each level of education responded that the .services.of the utility home 
economist are available to any woman's . club and to special groups. In 
TABLE XXX 
A"\lAILABILITY ,· OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOJl[[ST' S SERVICES 
ACCORDING TO'RESPONDENT'S EDUCATION 
less than ·Bachelor 
College,D.egree Degree 
.. Availability of Service Per·Cent* Per ·Cent* 
Equipment dealers 29.0 3l.8 
Utility customers, only 16.1 18.2 
Utility company employees 16.1 18.2 
Youth groups 54.8 40.9 
School classes 41.9 36.4 
Home·economics teachers 32.4 36.4 
Woman' s clubs 83.9 59.i 
Special groups -58.a 50.0 
-Individuals 48.4 ,, 31.8 
· Others 6.4 4.5 















* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the·"no information" 
responses are omitted. 
· **The number of cases does, ;I'Lot,:·equa.l.CJP3r)be.c:.ause: .. :.::the·::::r-?SP.onses :tif:,.'tno 
information" as to education are omitted. 
addition more than one-half of the·women with less than a college degree 
thought the services available to youth groups; and the same proportion 
of women having advanced degrees believe the services extend to school 
classes and to home economics teachers. Only a small percentage of each 
group indicated that they believe the services are available to utility 
customers and company employees. ·More women with advanced degrees than 
those with less than a college degree believe the services extend to home 
economics teachers. 
Satisfaction with services 
Positive responses as to the satisfaction with services from the 
home economist are evident in the data presented in Table XXXI. There 
was only one indication, by a woman with less than a college degree, 
,of unsatisfactory service. Almost two-thirds of the women with bachelor's 
degrees .either indicated "no contact" with or· "no information" about the 
home·economist. These responses seem to show that association with the 
home economist for this group has been limited and therefore this group 
will be less likely to have an opinion regarding satisfaction of service • 
. Over one-fifth of the other groups indicated "no contact" with the 
Influence · on attitude toward the utility company 
Over fifty per cent of the women with less than a college degree 
' ! 
and those with advanced degrees indicated with combined answers of'"yes" 
and"perhaps" the belief that the home economist does influence their 
-TABLE XXXI .. 
- SATISFACTION. WITH.- THE UTILITY_ HOME ECONOMIST' S SERVICES 











Number of Cases** 






Per Cent* Per Cent* 
(44) 
* The sums of per-cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" 
re·spense s" ·are omitted. 
**The number-of cases does not equal 103 because the-responses of·"no 
information11 a.s to education are omitted. 
atti tµde toward the utility company.. A summary of the data is fourid 
in Table XXXII • 
·- Seventy per cent of the women having less than a college. degree, 
who responded·. 1•yes''·or "perhaps" to the possibility of an influence, 
endorse -the -infl.uenc.e -as being favorable; whereas, fifty eight and six-
tenths ·per cent of the women with advanced degrees -and fifty five -and six-\ · 
tenths per c.ent of the women with bachelor degrees responded in this 
manner. Almost three-fifths of the women with bachelor degrees gave 
either-a "no.contact" or "no information" response. 
Desired s.ervices 
General agreement exists · among the education groups with regard to · 
the -servi.ces desired from the home economist as shown by the data in 
'} 
TABLE·XXII 
THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST'S •INFLUENCE··oN CLUBWOMEN' S 
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE UTILITYCO:MPANY ACCORDING 
'TO RESPONDENT'S EDUCATION 
Less than Bachelor Advanced 
College-Degree Degree. Degree 
Influence · on Attitude Per Cent* Per Cent* Per·Cent* 
Yes . 45.2 27.3 38.6 
Perhaps l9.3 l3.6 27.3 
No 6.4 4.5 
No contact 25.8 3l.8 l5.9 
Number of Cases** (3l) (22) (44) 
Favorable 70.0 55.6 58.6 
Unfavorable 
Number of Cases** (30) (9) (29) 
* The · sums of per cent· do not equal. lOO becaus.e the · llno. information" 
responses areomitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal l03 because the responses of "no 
.information" as to education are omitted. 
· Table ·XX:XIII. The most frequent. response given by all three groups was 
that the utility home economist should inform the, communi.ty of her 
services.. The other services are desired in varying proportions. by the 
three.groups. The women with less than a college degree prefer in de-
scending order of frequency: help with operation and care of new equipment; 
provide recipes; instruct youth groups on the use of equipment; develop 
a community program coordinated by the. utility home. e.conomist:, home econ-
omics teacher and home demonstration agent; offer cooking,class.es;. stay 
TA'BU: XXXIII 
SERVICES DESIRED FRCM THE UTIIiITY HOME · ECONCMIST 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDEN'l''S EDUC.A!J!ION 
less than Bache1or Advanced 
Desired Services 
College degree Degree . Degree 
Yes Perhaps No Yes Perhaps No· Yes Perhaps 
Per Cent* Per Cent* Per Cent* 
caJ.i by te1ephone to 1earn if a~sist~~e-is_need~d, 74.2 3.2 12.9 9.1 9.1 54.5 9.1 . 4.5 
Come to see if assistance is needed 6.4 19.3 64.5 22.7 4.5 50.0 13.6 9.1 
Sta;y in office so that ·she ma;y be ca.11ed 61.3 16.1 12.9 27.3 31.8 9.1 38.6 43.2 
Weekly newspaper artic1es 51.6 ·. 35.5 6.4 54.5 18.2 4.5 · 43.2 38.6 
Weekly radio.or te1evisionprograms 38.7 38.7 6.4 40.9 31.8 - 38.6 38.6 
Recipes 74.2 19.3 - 50.0 · 22.7 9.1 70.4 .· 20.4 
Inform the manufacturer of wants in equipment 58.1 12.9 19.3 . 68.2 9_.1 -· 40.9 22.7 
Inform the community of her services 83.9 9.7 - 81.8 - 88.6 2.3 
Work more with _groups than individual.a 32:;3 25.8 19.3 36~4 zr.3 9 .. 1 61.4 15.9 
Work more with individual.s than groups 12.9 . 19.3 38.7 4.5 13.6· 27.3 6.8 6.8 
Cooking_c1asses 64.5 16 .1 6 •. 4 50.0 36.4 9.1 52.3 25.0. 
Assistance with .the operation and care of new equipment 8o.6 6.4 6.4 59.1 9.1 - 54.5 15.9 
Assistance with entertaining ideas 38.7 19.3_ 32.3 36.4 13.6 22.7 18.2 29.5 
Demonstration of new appliances on the market to aid se1ection 48.4 29.0 12.9 59.1 9.1 - 6J..4 25.0 
Teach youth groups use of equipment 71.0 12.9 6.4 63.6 9.1 4.5 38.6 34.1 
Write instructions on the use of appliances . 29.0 19.3 35.5 40.9 18.2 9.1 34.1 25.0 · 
A community program coordinated by home economist 67.7 16 .1 3.2 68.2 13.6 4.5 · 56.8 34.1. 
Others - - - 4.5 
· Number of Cases** (31) (22) (44) 
' . . 
* The sums of per cent do not equal. ·100 b.ecause the "no information" responses are omitted. 





















. in her office so she may be caJ.led if needed, inform. manufacturers what 
is desired in equipment, and write weekly newspaper articles. 
Over one•haJ.f of the women with bachelor degrees want the home 
economist to: inform. manufacturers of what is desired in equipment, work 
closely with ot~er home economists to coordinate a community program, 
teach youth groups the use of equipment, demonstrate the use of new 
appliances, assist homemakers with operation and care of new equipment, 
write weekly newspaper articles, provide recipes, and offer cooking 
classes. 
High on the list of services desired by women with advanced degrees 
is the provision of recipes. Next, these women want the use of new 
appliances demonstrated, and prefer that the home economist work more 
with groups than with individuals. More than one-half of the respondents 
indicated a desire for the home economist to work closely with other home 
economists to coordinate a comm.unity program, assist with the operation 
and care of new equipment, and offer cooking classes. 
Almost one-third of the women with bachelor and advanced degrees 
indicated uncertainty with a response of'"perhaps" with respect to the home 
economist remaining in her office to be called when needed. One-third of 
the women with advanced degrees gave a similiar response to writing weekly 
newspaper articles, teaching youth groups, and coordinating a comm.unity 
program. Almost two-fifths of both groups of women, those with less than 
college degrees and those with an advanced degree, as well as a little 
over three-tenths of the women with bachelor degrees, indicated an un-
certain desire for the· service of weekly radi.o or television programs. 
The greatest difference in proportion among the three groups is 
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between seven-tenths of the women with lesser education and almost two-
fifths of the women with highest education favoring the teaching of 
youth groups. A higher percentage of the group having the least amount 
of education than of those with more education desire assistance on the 
operation and care of new equipment. The women with an advanced degree 
prefer more group work than do the other women. 
Opinions Regarding the Utility Home Economist According 
to Respondent's Study of Home Economics 
The study of home economics was conceived to be a factor which could 
be associated with the image of the utility home economist held by club-
women. To determine if an association exists between those who have or 
have not studied home economics and the image they perceive, the responses 
were analyzed accordingly. Approximately three-fourths of the clubwomen 
have studied home economics, either in secondary schools, college or 4-H 
clubs, and two-fifths have not. Seven women did not indicate whether 
stuq.y in home economics was or was not in their background. 
~ definition and personality chacteristics 
The two groups of women, those who have and those who have not 
studied home economics, identified the roles of the home economist 
quite similiarly. P;n analysis of the data presented in Table XXXIV, 
shows that the women who have studied home economics recognize to a 
greater degree, than the women who have not, her role as an educator 
serving the community. Her role as an advertising agent was rejected by 
over one-third of the clubmembers who studied and by about one-fourth 
of those who have not studied home economics. 
TABLE XXXIV 
ROLES OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST ACCORDING TO 
RESPONDENT'S STUDY OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Roles 
A goodwill ambassador 
An authority on homemaking 
An official hostess 
. A.n. educator 
A performance tester of equipment 
A developer of time and money saving 
ideas 
An authority on food preparation 
A liaison between customer-utility 
company 
A liaison between customer-equipment 
dealer-manufacturer 
A utility company salesman 
An equipment salesman 
An advertising agent 
A demonstrator of homemaking ideas 
Number of Cases ** 
Studied Not·Studied 
Home Economics Home Economics 















* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the "no" and 11 no 
information11 responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does.:riot. 0JeqtiaI.Gl.1)J,cbecau.:se. the r~sporrses bf '·'no 
information" as to study of home economics are omitted. 
The women who have not studied home economics gave only positive 
response on the roles as a goodwill ambassador, an authority on home-
making, a liaison between the customer and utility company, and a liaison 
between the customer and the equipment dealer and manufacturer. A higher 
proportion of "no information" responses were given by this group. 
An analysis of the data in Table XXV will show that the clubwomen 
of both groups believe the utility home economist has desirable 
TABLE XXXV 
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST 
. ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S STUDY OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Personality Characteristics 
Well informed 
Doesn't know much 
Friendly 




Ill at ease 
Up-to-date ideas 
Out-of-date ideas 














I4ck of interest in homemaking problems 
66.7 
1.3 
Alert to homemaking needs 
Not alert to homemaking needs 
















*The sums of per cent do not equal lOO·because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does nQt_,equa.JJ~03>because. the,.:i;:e,spq,nses elf "no 
information" as to study of home economics are omitted. 
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personality characteristics. Only one member indicated otherwise. 
With only one exception, one-half of both groups responded positively 
to the personality characteristics of the home economist. Less than 
one-half the women who have not studied home economics believe the 
utility home economist alert to homemaking needs. A higher proportion 
of those who have not studied home economics consistently gave a higher 
frequency of "no information" answers. 
Association and use of services 
Study of the data presented in Table XXXVI will reveal that con-
siderably more of the women who have studied than of those who have not 
studied home economics, have had association with the utility home 
economist. Almost twice as many who studied home economics as those who 
have not studied this area, read newspaper articles by the home economist 
and attend group demonstrations. A larger proportion of those studying 
home economics than of the other group talk with her by telephone and 
at chance meetings. Only five members of the latter group have been 
visited in their homes by the home economist. 
With one exception, the services of the utility home economist were 
used more frequently by clubmembers who have studied home economics as 
can be seen in Table XXXVII. Howeve; the only service used by over 
fifty per cent of those members is information on food preparation. 
Literature provided by the utility company is the only service used 
more frequently by those not studying home economics. In fact two-thirds 
of the group use this service. All other services are used by less than 
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TKBLE XXXVI 
ASSOCIATION WITH THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST ACCORDING 


















6.7 . 72.0 
6.7 66.7 
58.7 33.3 
















* The sums of per·cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
*"lfll'he number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of "no 
information as to study of home economics are omitted. 
one-fifth of the group. Twenty-eight members of the group studying 
home economics received assistance in house planning in comparison 'w""ith 
only one member of the other group. 
· Availability of services 
As the data in Table XXXVIII portray, the two groups of clubwomen 
are in general agreement as to the individuals having access to the 
services of the utility home economist. Over seven-tenths of both groups 
of women believe the services available to woma.~'s clubs. Slightly over 
TABLE XXXVII 
USE OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST'S SERVICES ACCORDING 
TO RESPONDENT'S STUDY OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Studied Not Studied 
Home Economics Home Economics 
ervices Yes No Yes No 
Per Cent* Per Cent* 
Instructions on: 
laundry equipment 13.3 62.7 4.8 67.2 
major kitchen appliances 37.3 45.3 4.8 66.7 
small kitchen appliances 18.7 56.0 71.4 
special appliance features 17.3 62.7 71.4 
cleaning equipment 9.3 66.7 71.4 
other 29.3 57.1 
Information as to: 
time, energy saving ideas 26.7 45.3 14.3 61.9 
' . 
food preparation 54.7 32.0 19.0 57.1 
meal planning 42.7 37.3 19.0 57.1 
nutrition 30.7 48.o 14.3 6L9 
food preservation 24.o 53.3 9.5 61.9 
laundry practices 18.7 58.7 9.5 61.9 
housecleaning 12.0 62.7 9.5 61.9 
other 33.3 57.1 
Assistance in planning: 
kitchen area 13.3 64.o 71.4 
laundry area 8.o 66.7 66.7 
house, business lighting 10.7 65.3 66.7 
heating of house 5.3 69.3 4.8 61.9 
other 48.o 47.6 
Literature 49.3 28.0 66.7 23.8 
Other 2.7 20.0 23.8 
Number of Cases** (75) (21) 
* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of·"no 




AVAILABILITY.OF TEE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST'S SERVICES 
ACCORDING TO :RESPONDENT'S STUDY OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Availabilit of Service 
Eg_uipment dealers 
Utility customers, only 
Utility company employees 
Youth groups 
.School classes 


































* The sums of per cent do not eg_ual 100 because the "no information11 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not eg_ual 103 because the responses of· 11no 
informatio:d'as to study of home economics are omitted. 
seven-tenths of the women who have not studied home economics thought the 
services available to special groups; whereas, just over one.-half of the 
women who have home economics in their background expressed the same 
opinion. 
Satisfaction with servicep 
Almost two-thirds of the group who have studied home economics, the 
larger group, and one-third of the group who have not studied it, the 
smaller group, indicated satisfaction with the services of the utility 
75 
home economist. Expressing· 0 no contact 11 with the home economi1=1t were 
eighteen and seven-tenths per cent of the larger group to fifty-two and 
four-tenths per cent .of the smaller group of women.. Table XXXIX summarizes 
the data. 
SATISFACTION.WITH TEE.UTILITY HOME·ECONOMIST'S SERVICES 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S.STUDY OF HOME.ECONOMICS 





1_,:.J ;',,' \.:'., 











* The sums of per c.ent do not equal 100 because the 11no information11 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of' 11no 
informatiorl' as to study of home economics are omitted. 
Influence on attitudes 
. A combination of· 11yes" and "perhapsll· replies reveals more women who 
studied home economics than those who did not, believe the home.economist 
influence.s -:their. attitudes toward the utility and consider this influence 
favorable ('see Table XL). A high percentage of those who have not studied 
this area recorded"no contact" and"no information11 regarding the 
utility home economist having an.influence on their attitude toward the 
utility company. 
TABIE XL 
THE UTILITY HOME.ECONOMIST'S INFLUENCE ON CLUBWOMEN'S 
.ATTITUDE TOWARD THE UTILI'l'YCOMPANY ACCORDING TO 
RESPONDENT'S.STUDY OF HOME ECONOMICS 






-.... - .. 
Favorable 
Unfavorable 


















·* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" 
.responses are omitted. 
·**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of "no 
information.' as to study of home economics are omitted. 
Desired services 
The·two groups of clubwomen generally desire the·same services from 
the home economist as is revealed in the data contained in Table XLI. 
However, a variation occurs in the number responding to the various 
services, which results in a different ranking based upon a ;©requency 
listing of the· services desired by the two groups. Whereas slightly over 
seven-tenths of the women without home economics prefer the home economist· 
TABLE XLI 
· SERVICES . DESIRED. FROM T.BE UTILITY HOMK ECONOMIST . ACCORDING 





~sired Servic,es ,:Ye:s . · F'a>rhap s No Yes :Perha-ps No 
Call by telephone to learn if:iass:i.:stance is 'needed 
Come to see if assistance is needed 
Stay in office so that she may be called 
·Weekly newspaper-articles 
Weekly radio or television programs 
Recipes 
Inform the manufacturer of wants in equipment 
Inform the community of her services 
Work more with groups than individuals 
-Work more with individuals than groups 
Cooking classes 
Assistance·with the operation and care of new equipment 
As.sistance ,with entertaining :ideas 
Demonstration of new appliances·on the market to aid 
s-election 
Teach youth groups·use of equipment 
Write instructions on the use of appliances 
A c0mmunity program coordinated by Home Economist 
Others 







































































































to demonstrate·the use of new.appliances on the market, only a little 
more than one.-half of the· other grou.p :indicate this pref~rence.. The 
large majority of both groups agree that the home eco:q.omist s:t:i.ould in-
foI1D, the community of her services... ether services desired by those 
· membem who have studied home economics· are: help homemakers ·with the 
operation and care of new equipment,·recipes,.a community program,. in ... 
struction·to youth groups on the use of equipment, cooking classes, inform-
· i.ng(r:the~; manufacturer of .what is· desired .in .equipment,· a:o,d demonstration 
.of new appliances. on the market. 
'L'he women with no home, economics training highly desire recrtpes, as 
well as demonstration of the u:s~ of new appliances,. cooking ~lasses, 
instructions .on the. operation and care of new.equipment, contact with 
manufacturers:regarding :equipment desired, weekly newspaper articles., 
a comm.unity program:, andmore group.work than individual work. 
· OpinionsRegarding·the·Utility Home·Economist 
k.cording·to Respondent's·Income 
Sinceincome largely·q:.etermines the material thing.s·a family can 
have,.including·convenience items operated byg.as or electricity, it 
was thought. that · .. economic.·.status .. would: b.e a. factor ·related to the opinions 
of women·regarding the service of the.utility company, and those of its 
home economia:J:;,.. The opinions ·were tabulated acc.ording to. three income 
groups: high,. medium.,and.low.- Approximately. one-fourth of the women es-
timated their tot.al fami.ly income over,· $10,,000; one,-third between· $6 ,000-
~no, 000; . one-third .. less. than $6; 0001.o: . It should· be noted .. that these 
incomes· are somewhat higher than the national average;,. Twelve of the 
clubwomen gave no information as to income. One respondent comment.ed 
that this: question was too· personal to answer. 
Role definition and characteristics 
The three income groups were in generalagreement as to the roles 
of tlie utility home economist with the highest proportion,:"identifying 
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the roles of goodwill ambas:sador and demonstrator of homemaking. tech~ques. 
·Three-fourths.of the· middle· income group view the hoµie· econom.i.st as a 
deve-1:oper of time and money· saving techniques;· whereas, slightly -over two-
thirds of·the low,inc:ome group and three,:-fifths .of the·h$gh.income.group 
picture her in ·this. role... More of the women with low and middle• incomes 
than those of, high .incomes rejected the ide·a of the home economist being 
a sale.sman for.,. e.ither the utility c.ompany qr equipment dealers and 
manufacturers. Table XLII .summarizes the data. 
· Other -roles checked by half .or more of the. women with low .. incomes 
· are · as fallows · in de sc:ending · order of frequency:· ari..,authori ty · on home-
making, an. of.ficial hostess of the utility company, an educator serving 
the ·community,. a .de...veloper of · time • and money saving techniques, . an• 
authority on food preparation, a liaison between the customer and utility 
company, and a performance test,er of equipment. 
· Over one~half of· the middle- income group checked these roles; an 
· authority on · homemaking., a developer of time and money saving ·techniques, 
an educator sery-ing. the community, an official hostess·of the u.tility 
company, a liaison between the customer · and utility company,. and an 
authority onfoodpreparation • 
. · Women · of high incomes · recognize · the home economist. as an .official 
hostess of the·utilitycompany, an educator serving the community, a 
·~ABIE'XLII 
R©IES OF THE UTILITY ·HOME,' ECONOMIST ACCORDING 






Roles Per Cent* Per Cent* 'Per Cent* 
A goodwill ambassador 
An authority ori:·homemak.ing 
·An official hostess 
An educator 
A performance ·tester of equipment 
·A developer of time and money. saying 
ideas 
· An authority on· food preparation 
hi liaison between.customer-utility 
.company 
·A liaison between customer-equipment 
·dealer-manufacturer 
A utility.company salesman 
· An equipment salesman 
·A demonstrator·of homemaking.ideas 










· 38 .• 2 
29.4 













.25.0 . 40.o 




* The sums of per cent do not equallOO bE::cause the "no" and "no 
information" responses are omitted. 
**The number of 'cases does not equal 103 because the responses of· "no 
.information" as to income are omitted. 
liaison between the customer and utility company, a.performance .tester 
of.equipment, a developer of time and money saying techniques, and an 
.authority, on homemaking and·.food preparation.. A high percent~ge of'"no 
. information!! answers were recorded by all groups. 
Of the ·clubwomen giving opinions regarding personality,characteris-
tics of the utility home economist a very high percentage·responded 
favorably, as shovnin the data of Table XLIII. More women of low incomes 
TABLE.XLIII 
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS · OF . TEE UTILITY HO:ME· • ECONOMIST 
• ACCORDING . TO RESPONDENT' S INCOME 
Personalitv Characteristics 
Well informed 
Doesn't know much 
Friendly· 




· Ill at ease 
Up-to-date ideas 







Interest in homemaking problems 70.6 
Lack of interest inhomemak.ing problems 2.9 
Alert to homemak.ingneeds 58.8 
Not alert to homemaking needs 

























* The sums of per. cent do not eg_ual 100 because the· "no information" 
responses. are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not eg_ual 103 because the responses of· "no 
information'' as to income··· are omitted. 
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than those of high incomes see the home·economist as being well informed, 
friendly, attractive, self confident, up-to-date in ideas, and interested 
in homemaking problems. ·Over one-third of the middle income group, how-
· ev~r, gave 'ho information" on most i terns. The lowest proportion of 
responses for all groups was that of being alert to homemaking needs. 
Association and use of services 
The data presented in Table XLIV J)Ortray , some variation in con-
tact with the home economist by women of various income levels. Over 
· TABLE XLIV 
·. ASSOCIATION WITH THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST 

























Per Cent* · ·per Cent* 
.59.4 31.2 44.o 44.o 
37.5 50.0 40.0 48.o 
34.4 46.9 28.0 56.0 
3.1 71.9 4.0 64.o 
9.4 62.5 4.o 64.o 
59.4 34.4 36.0 48.o 
18.7 56.2 36.0 56.0 
6.2 15.6 12.0 20.0 
(32) (25) 
·* fhe SUUJ.S of per cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the res:ponses of "no 
information" as to·income·are omitted. 
fifty per cent of the low and middle income groups have had contact with 
the home·· economist by reading · newspaper ·articles and attending group 
demonstrations, whereas less than forty-five per cent of the women with 
high incomes had this contact. Only one woman in each group had been 
visited in her home by the utility home economist. 
An interesting·range emerges·in the responses on the three items: 
talking by telephone, viewing group demonstrations, and attending home 
shows. Talking·with the home economist by telephone were·one-fifth of 
the low income women, a little over o~e-third of the middle income women, 
and two-fifths of the high income women. Whereas over one-half of the 
low income group and nearly three-fifths·of the middle income group 
attended group demonstrations, just over one-third of the high income 
group did likewise. The same proportion·of the high income·members saw 
the home economist .in home shows, but about one-sixteenth of the middle 
and low income groups make this type of contact. 
The·women of middle income groups requested instructions·on small 
.kitchen appliances·and cleaning equipment more often than did those of 
the other income groups. Both middle and high income groups indicated 
the·possibility of owning more laundry equipment than the·low income 
·group, since they secured instructions f.rom the home economist on the 
.operation and care · of laundry equipment more often. Apparently owning 
equipment with special features were the high income women since twenty-
four per cent of them sDught instruction of this nature; whereas less 
than ten per cent.of the other group sought this kindof·instruction. 
A.s.tudy of services used by the clubwomen as summarized in Table 
XLV will show the lowest income group use the·information serv:ice more 
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--TABLE XLV 
USE OF. -THE UTILITY 'HOME ECONOMIST' S SERVICES 





major kitchen appliances 
small kitchen appliances 
special appliance-features 
.cleaning equipment 
other · · · 
Information as to: 
-time,<ene:r::gy saving ideas 















· Number ·of Cases** 
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18 .. 7 
12,.5 
21.9 
15 .• 6 
_ 18.7 
9.4 
56 .2 16 .. 0 
40.6 24.o 
J+6 .-9 -_ .8;. O 











12 .• 0 

























4 .• o 68.o 
· 4.o 68.o 
72.0 
52.0 
61 .• 8 -20 .6 > _ 53 .1 21.9 32.0 44.o 
15_.6 8.o 36.0 
(34) · (32) (25) 
* The sums of per.cent do not .equal 100 because the·"no information" 
responses. are omiteed. 
'**The number of cases does not equal. 103 because the response:s of· "no 
infbrmation" ·as to income are omitted. 
f:r;-equently th_an -any other service, . as well as more frequentl,y tha,n ·either 
of the other income groups. -From ten per cent to twenty per cent of the 
middle income group rec·e-ive assistance in home plann:j.ng; whereas,. less 
than five·per.cerit of the other groups use this service. 
Over one~half of the low.and middle inc0me groups receive information 
on food.preparai;ionand literature from·the utility·company~_on·the·other 
hand, less than -one-third of the women having high incomes use any of the 
-services offered by the home economist. 
Availabilit;y_of· services 
Checking the services of the utility home· economist as being,- ~vailable 
to-a;ny,wom.an's.club were eighty~tw.o and four-tenths.per cent of. the low 
.· income. group, s.ixty-eight, and eJgb.u-tenths per cent of the middle income 
group, and fifty--,:six per cent of the high .income group.. . An e.qual proper" 
ti.on of the middle income group believe the services av.ailable!to school 
classes, home economics teachers,.,- special groups, and ind:ividua.ls·. _- Fifty 
per c.ent or above· of the, l·ow inccm.e- women be·lieve the services a:te avail-
·_able to sp,ecial groups,, ycuth groups, and school classes,. -Table·XLVI 
summarizes these data. 
Satisfaction with services 
__ Alt};J.,0:qgh ·almost· ·One-third of the -- two · high. income group.s inq.:i,.cated 
• "no contact II with the · h0me :economist, . the data. in Table · ;xI,v:II never-
theless shows. ·that a majority ·of the -respondents ·•ef each incqme group 
-express .satisfaction with the services of- the home economist:/ · 0nly one 
TABLE XLVI 
. AVAILABILITrOF THE UTILITY HOME ECONDMIST' S SERVICES 
· ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT' S. 'INCOME 





Availabilit of Service . Per Cent* Per Cent* Per Cent* 
·Equipment dealers 
Utility customers, only 
Utility company employees 
Youth groups 
School classes 






































*The sums of .per cent do not equal 100 because the"no info:r:mation" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases, does not equal 103 because the responses of· "no 
informatiori"·as to income are omitted. 
respondent, of middle income group, evaluated the services as being 
unsatisfact0ry. 
Influence on attitude toward_the utility 
The data in Table XLVIII indicate that almost fifty per cent of . 
the high income women gave "no information" or checked "no.contact." 
The other members of this group. replied !lyes"· or "perhaps" to. the, quest-
ion, "Does · the home economist influence your attitude toward ,the, u:tili ty 
cDmpanyY''.,. Almost two·--thirds of the other income groups responded 
.. TABIE XLVII 
.· SJ\TI.SFACTION .WITH THE .. UTILITY HOME' ECONOMIST ':S -SERVICES 
' . . ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT·' S • INCOME . . . 
Le;;;s Than $6,000- Over 
·$6,ooo $10,000 .. $10,000 
Satisf'action · ·with Services ·Per Cent* Per·Cent* Per···Cent* 
Yes ,64.7 56.2 52.0 
·Perhaps - 3.1 4.0 
No 3.1 
No contact 17.6 3L2 32.0 
NU!llber of Cases** (34) (32) (25) 
*The sums of .per .cent· do .not e·qual 100 because the· "no information" 
re,sporises are ·omitted .• 
**The number of :cases does not e·qual :103 because the responses of· "no 
information" a~ to income are omitted • 
. positively· to the. same question and there is a high propo,rtion of "no 
contact" replies. When asked if the influence was favorable,. a.11.groups 
resppncie<;i in the affirmative'" A .high perc:e.ntage .. , of· "no information" 
r.eplies weis ·also.given but no one thoughtthat the utility'home 0 eco:riol)lisrt's 
.influence· i~ ·unfavorabl;~-.. _ 
· _ Ag~:i,p. iieadink in frequency rating by all groups was ,-t,he,jqe,i::i,ef that 
the ho1;11e·economist should inform the community of' her services. This 
is portrayed-in the data.of Table XLIX. Almost ~igpt;y-lhh:nee per cent 
of the :hci:rw .incmme group but only e.lilaut s~tty pe.ii1 cent of .the mther_ groups 
TABLE XLVIII 
THE.UTILITY.HOME.ECONOMIST'S -INFLUENCE QN-CLUBWOMEN'S 
ATTITUDE . TOWARD THE · UTILITY COMPANY .. ACCORDING 





























(2l) · (13) 
·.·_.-..; 
* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the 1\1p in.formation" 
responses are omitted. 
**The number of cases ·does not equal .103 because, the-. resp,ons~~s,of · 11no 
information" as to income are omitted • 
. de.sire recipes.. Although seventy and six~tenths :p.er, c~nt. o,;f, tl:;l,e women 
of .. :J,ow inc:omes want the home economist to teach y9uth gr,oup;s how ,to use 
equipment, only about florty-five per cent of ,the other grq,11ps desire 
this.. · Whereas Sorty-four and ,on,e.-tenth per cep.t of' the low in.come:. 
and f'ifty-:three and three,-tenths. per cent of, th,e middle. j,n_cpm,e ,women 
would like weekly radio or tel,evision pr:ograms- given by tl:;J.e hqme, .ec,o;n,omist, 
only twenty per c:_ent of the high income women expre.s,i:; this prelerence. 
A high percentage-of "perhaps" answers was recorded by each group. 
TABLE XLIX 
SERVICES DESIRED FROM THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST . 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENT'S INCOME 
less Than ~-;ooO- Over 
$6,000 $10,000 $10,000 . 
Desired Services Yes Perhaps No Yes· Perhaps No Yes Perhaps No·.· 
Per Cent* Per Cent* Per Cent* 
Call by telephone to learn if' assistance is needed, 2.9 8.8 70.6 3,1 9.4 68.7 16.0 8.0 64.o 
Come to see if assist.ance is heeded · 14,7 8.8 61.8 12.5 12.5 56.2 12.0 16.0 64.o 
Stay in office so that she may be calied 58.8 26.5 5.-9 25.0 40.6 . 15.6 . 48.0 32.0 4~0 
Weekly newspaper articles 52.9 26.5 8.8 59.4 25.0· 3.1 32.0 52.0 -
Weekly radio or television.programs 4:4.1 38.2 2.9 53.1 31.2 6.2 20,0 48.o 8.0 
Recipes 82.3 11.7 2.9 ;i9,4 25 .• 0 3.1 60.0 . 28.0 4.o 
.Inform the manufacturer of wants in equipment 55.9 14.7 14.7 56.2 15.6 9.4 . 44.0 · 24.o · 12.0 
Inform the community of her services 91.2 2.9 - 90.6 3,1 .-, 76.0. · 8.o. 4.o 
Work more with groups than individuals 50.0 29.4 2.9 34.4 28.1 12.5 60.0 4.o 20.0 
Work more with individuals than. groups 8.8 11.7 38.2 6.2 21.9 34.4 · 12.0 4.o 48.0 
·cooking classes 67.6 17.6 5.9 40.6 · 34.4 12.5 60.0 28.0 .·4 .• o 
Assistance with the operation and care of new equipment 70.6 8.8 5.9 65.6 15.6 - 56.0 8.0 i6.o 
Assistance with entertaining ideas 35.3. 17.6 29.4 . 28.1 · 28.1 
.. 
21.9 16.0, 24.o· 36.0 
Demonstration. of .new appliances on the.market to aid selection 55,9 20.6 8.8 59,4 18.7 6.2 56.0 36.0 4.o 
Teach youth groups use.of equipment 70.6 8.8 5.9 46.9 28.1 9.4 44,o 32,0 16~0 
Write instructions on.the use of appliances 35,3 20.6 20.6 34.4 31.2 · · 21,9 36.0 16.0 .28.0 
A community program coordinated by Home Economist 61.!;3 20.6 2.9 65.6 25.0 3.1 •' 64~0 28.0 
Others 2.9 - - - - -· - -
Number of Cases** (34) (32) (25) 
* The sums of per cent do not equal 100 because the "no information" responses are omitted, 
**The number of cases does not equal 103 because the responses of "no information" as to income are omitted. 
()) 
\0 
Over one-half of the women with low incomes prefer the following 
services, listed in descending order of frequency: recipes, assistance 
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with the operation and care of new equipment, instruction to youth groups 
on the use of equipment, cooking classes, a community program, the home 
economist to stay in her office so that she may be called, demonstration 
of new appliances, the home economist to inform the manufJcturers of what 
is desired in equipment, weekly newspaper articles, and more group work 
than individual work. 
More than one-half of the middle income women prefer the services of: 
assistance with the operation and care of new equipment, demonstration of 
new equipment on the market, recipes, weekly newspaper articles, the home 
economist to inform manufacturers of what is desired in equipment, and 
weekly radio or television programs. 
Women of the high income group desire the following services: a 
community program, cooking classes, group work, recipes, and assistance 
with operation and care of new equipment, as well as assistance in the 
selection of appliances on the market. 
Summary of Findings 
·©f the 103 clubwomen participating in this study, forty-one and seven-
tenths per cent were under fifty years of age, forty-seven and five-tenths 
per cent were over fifty. Single, widowed or divorced women comprised thirty-
five and six-tenths per cent of the sample, in contrast to fifty-nine and two-
tenths·per cent of married women. Analyzed according to occupation, thirty-
nine and eight-tenths per cent were full time homemakers, twenty-three and 
three-tenths per cent were homemaker~workers and thirty-one and one-tenth 
per cent were full time workers. Ha:-lfing attended secondary school or college 
but not receiving.a college degree were thirty and one-tenth per cent of 
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the women; holding a bachelor degree was twenty-one and three-tenths per 
cent. A high proportion, forty-two and seven-tenths per cent, of the women 
had an advanced degree. The high percentage of advanced degrees undoubtedly 
resulted because the sample was taken in a college town. The women having 
studied home economics comprised a larger proportion, seventy~two and 
eight-tenths per cent, of the sample whereas only twenty and four-tenths 
per cent of the clubwomen had not studied this area. Identified by in-
come classifications, thirty-three per cent made less than $6,000, thirty-
one per cent made between $6,000 - $10,000, and twenty-four and three-
tenths per cent made over $10,000. Over ten per cent of the women gave 
no information on the questions concerning age and income; whereas less 
than seven per cent gave no information on the other variables. 
Women of the two age groups generally saw the utility home economist 
as a g0odwill ambassador for the utility company, a demonstrator of home-
making techniques, an educator serving the community, an official hostess 
of the utility company, and an authority on homemaking. Favorable responses 
were indicated< by: both groups as to her personality characteristics. 
Women above age fifty apparently have had more association with the 
h0me economist, and it follows that a greater use would be made·of her 
services by this group. Both groups of women have association with her 
through reading her newspaper articles arid attending her group demon-
stration than by any other means of association. The two groups rated 
literature service and information on food preparation as the most used 
services offered by the home economist. 
A majority of women in both age groups believe the· utility home 
economist's services are available to any woman's club. More than one-half 
of the women above fifty years believe the services are also available to 
special gro~ps, school classes and youth groups. Only a small percentage 
of both groups indicated they believe the utility home economist's ser-
vices as being available to utility customers, and utility company em-
ployees. 
Both groups responded favorably to satisfaction with services by the 
home economist. A greater proportion of the older than the younger group 
recorded information with :tegard to the satisfaction of her service, 
which suggests the older women have probably used her·services more. Over 
fifty per cent of both groups think the home economist is likely to have an 
influence on their attitudes toward the utility company. Of those in-
dicating this influence J more than one-half evaluate it as favorable. No 
one recorded an unfavorable influence, but ahigh·proportion of· 11no 
information'' answers were given by the respondents. 
The clubwomen from both groups overwhelmingly believe the home 
economist should inform the community of her·services, A higher propor~ 
ti.on of women below age fifty than of those · above age fifty, indicated a 
desire for services. The services generally desired by both groups are: 
recipes, assistapce with the operation and care of new eg_uipment,. a 
community program coordinated by the home economist serving the area, in-
struction to youth groups as to the use of eg_uipment., the demonstration 
of new appliances to aid in selection, and cooking classes. 
Marital status 
Both single·and married women agree that the roles of the utility 
home economist are as follows: a demonstrator of homemaking technig_ues, 
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a goodwill ambassador, an educator, an authority on homemaking, a developer 
of time and money saving techniques, an official hostess for the utility 
company, and a·liaison between the customer·and the utility company. More 
.. 
single,women responded to favorable personality characteristics·of the 
utility home economist~ More·of the married group gave "no information" on 
this, perhaps since their association with her was somewhat. less than that 
of the single women. A wide divergence appears in the frequency ,of use of 
services by the two groups; yet the services used most.often by both married 
and single respondents·are: literature, information on food preparation 
and meal planning, and instruction on major kitchen appliances.. Both groups 
agree that the services of the utility home economist are available to 
woman's clubs. Over one-half of the single·women expressed a belief that 
the services are also available to special groups, school classes, youth 
groups, home economics teachers, md equipment dealers. 
Even·though·a high·proportion of married women checked"no.contact" 
with the home economist, the majority of both groups responded with sat-
isfaction concerning service from the home economist. The respondents 
indicated also, that the home economist influenced their attitudes toward 
the utilityand inmost instances the influence was favorable. 
The ·married· and single respondents agree as to the service,s ·de.sired; 
however, there. was variation in·rank.ing their frequency of responses. It 
was desired by relatively large proportions of the respondents that the 
home economist should: inform the community of the·services available, 
provide recipes,. help homemakers owning new equipment with its. operation 
and care, and work closely with other home economists to coordinate a 
community program. A high percentage of both groups indicated "yes" and 
"perhaps" to weekly newspaper·articles and weekly radio or television 
programs being services desired. 
·Occupation 
9,. 4 
The responses of the clubwomen,-analyzed aycording to occupation, 
show that they see the home economist as a goodwill ambassador for the 
utility company, as well as, a demonstrator of homemaking techniques,·an 
official hostess of the utility company, an educator, an authority on 
homemaking,-a developer of time and money saving techniques, a liaison 
between the customer and the utility company, and an authority on food 
preparation. 
The homemaker-workers·and the full.time workers·are in closer.agree-
ment than either group :is with the full time homemakers regarding their 
·opinion of personality characteristics; although all women,-with the 
exception> of' one; checked favorable characteristics. 
The full.time workers indicated·that their·association with the home 
economist had been more frequent than those of the other groups,.. How-
l 
ever of each group,_ the greatest number have contact with home economists 
through newspaper articles and group demonstrations .. ,. · A high percentage 
of workers have talked with her at chance meetings.. With the exception 
of the information·services, the full time workers registered more fre-
quent use of·all services. The utility home-economist's services used 
most frequently by the groups are literature and information on food 
preparationand.meal planning. 
The highest number of·all groups believe the services of the home 
economist are·available·to woman's clubs. In·addition,-.large·number of 
homemaker-workers and full time workers think the services extended to 
special groups, youth groups, school classes, home economics teachers, 
and individuals. · Even though a large number of both groups responded 
that the ·services were satisfactory, a high·proportion·of the full time 
homemakers and homemaker-workers indicated "no contact" with the home 
economist.~ Of those indicating that the home economist possibly has an 
influence on their·· attitudes toward the utility company, which was the 
majority of all three groups, a high.percentage of the groups responded 
that the influence was favorable. Alarge proportion of·"no information" 
responses was(' recorded by all groups. 
The largestproportion of. women wanted the utility home economist to 
inform the community of her services. They also iiesire the. home-economist 
to help homemakers owning new equipment and to coordinate a community 
program. 
Education 
The women of all education groups agree, an the roles of the utility 
home economist as being .a goodwill ambassador ·and a demonstrator- of home-
making techniques. The women differ not so much in content of the role as 
in the rank order of their re.sponses. based on a percentage listing,. The 
roles which they associate with the. utility home economist are educator, 
hostess, homemaking authority, performance tester of eg_uipment,-authority 
on food preparation, and a liaison between the customer and the equipment 
dealer and manufacturer. A high number of. all groups indicated that the 
home economist has de.sirable personality characteristics.. The percentage 
of responses on mo:st items by women with less than a college degree and 
those with an advanced degree are very similiar. 
Women with one or more advanced degrees have more frequent contact 
with the home economist than women of ·lesser education. Association with 
the utility home economist through newspaper articles and group demon-
strations were checked most frequently by all groups~ A lesser number of 
the women of all groups have contact by telephone and chance meetings. 
Women with an advanced degree use instructions on the operation and 
care of equipment and assistance in house planning more often than do the 
other groups. The women with a bachelor's degree indicated a greater use 
of the information service offered by the home economist. 
One-half or more of the t,hree groups expressed opinions that the 
services of the utility home economist are available to woman's clubs and 
specia~ .. groups. Those with an advanced degree believe school classes and 
home economics teachers have access to her services and women with lesser 
--
education think youth groups have such access. 
Almost two-thirds of the women with less than a college degree and 
women with an advanced degree indicated that the services of the home 
economist are satisfactory •. · Slightly over one-third cif the women with 
college degrees gave this expression; however:, almost two-thirds of them 
gave a "no contact" or·"no information" response. 
The home.economist seems to have more influence on the·attitudes 
toward the·utility c0mpany·of women with the least education and those 
with the most education. A high percentage of · "no contact" and ''no inf or-
mation 11 re_sponses was again recorded by the middle group, the women with a 
bachelor degre~. Of those indicating that the home economist has an in-
! 
fluence on their attitude, a majori.ty of all groups expressed thi,s 
influence as being favorable. 
11Informing the community of her services 11 received the highest pro-
portion of·the responses ·concerning services desired.fromaJ.leducation 
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groups. Although the services desired are similiar) the order of ranking 
as to number of responses varies considerably. 
Study of Home Economics 
In general women who have studied and those who have not studied 
home economics agree on the roles of the utility home economist·., Of first 
importance, according to frequency rank, is the role of a goodwill am-
bassador for the utility company; followed by a demonstrator of homemaking 
techniques) an official hostess, an authority on homemaking, an educator, 
a developer of time and money saving techniques, a liaison between customer 
and utility company, and an authority on food preparation. The majority 
of both groups believe the home economist to have desirable personality 
characteristics) although more than one-fifth of the women of both groups 
failed to give information regarding her opinion of the utii1ity home 
economist's personality characteristics. 
A mu.ch greater percentage of women who have studied home economics 
have associati.on with the home economist. Only one-third of the women 
who have not studied home economics have association through newspaper 
articles and group demonstrations, whereas almost two-thirds of those 
who have studied home economics have such associations. With one except-
ion more women who have studied home economics, than of those who have not, 
use the services of the utility home economist to a greater extent. The 
one exception was literature provided by the utility company, which is 
used more frequently by the women who have not studied home economics. 
Both groups of women responded very similiarly that they believe, 
the services are available to any woman's club and special groups. More 
satisfaction with the services offered by the home economi.st is indicated 
by a higher number of responses from the women who have studied home 
economics. However, one of these women indicated dissati.sfaction. Two-
thirds of those who have not studied home economics checked "no contact" 
of· "no information" responses. 
Similiar responses were given by the women as to the home economist 
having an influence on their attitudes toward the utility company. A 
larger per cent of those who have studied home economics responded and, 
further, a larger per cent responded. that the influence is favorable. No 
one expressed an unfavorable influence. 
The two groups of women are in close agreement with regard to the 
services desired from the home economist. Informing the community of 
her services is the item desired by the greatest percentage of both groups. 
·Providing recipes, helping homemakers with operation and care of new equip-
ment and coordinating a community program were services desired by both 
groups. 
Income 
The roles of goodwill ambassador, demonstrator of homemaking tech-
niques, and official hostess of the utility company were conceived by all 
income groups as those belonging to the utility home econom:ist. 
The women-of higher incomes gave more similiar responses to the per-
·sonalitycharacteristics of the utility home economist than did the other 
income groups.. Nevertheless,· all groups attribute favorable characteristics 
to the home economist. The characteristics receivi.ng the lowest percent-
age of positive responses from all groups was being alert to homemaking 
needs. 
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Association with the home economist varies by type and frequency. 
The highest proportion of women having association with the home econ-
omist through newspaper articles and demonstrations are women with low 
and middle incomes. Those women with high incomes indicated they have 
association with her through reading her newspaper articles) and convers-
ing by telephone more than by other means of association. Women of middle 
·and high incomes receive more instruction on the operation and care of 
equipment} whereas women with low incomes use the information service more 
frequently. The middle income group receive more assistance in house 
planning. Women of the middle income group believe the services of the 
utility home economist are available to woman's clubs) .school classes) 
home economics teachers) special groups,and individuals; whereas half of 
the women of the high income group indicated that the utility home economist 1 s 
services are available to woman I s clubs. 
Similiar indications recorded by all groups affi.rmed satisfaction 
with the services of the utility home economist. High percentages of 
· 11no contact 11 and "no informatiorl'responses were given by all groups when 
asked if the home economist had any influence·on their attitudes toward 
the utility. Those indicating the possibility of an influence indicated 
the influence as favorable. 
The majorityofwomen of each income group want the home economist 
to inform the community of her services. ·The remaining services are desired 
in varying numbers by the different income groups. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The study was desi.gned to determine how selected women in a community 
perceive the role and services of the utility home economist. It washy-
pothesized that opinions regarding the utility home economist would vary 
according to the-age, marital status, occupation) education(including the 
study of home economics), and income of selected women respondents. On 
the basis of the evidence presented in the study, it appears that the hy-
pothesis can be accepted and the following conclusions may be drawn: 
J. Social-cultural factors appear to be related to the opinions 
of women regarding: 1) association with the ho);l'le economist, 
2) extent to which her services are used, 3) ideas regarding 
groups to whom the services are available, 4) satisfaction 
with the services used, and 5) influence by the home econ-
omist on their attitude toward the utility company. 
2. The relationship of social-cultural factors to the services 
desired by women is not as clear-cut as in the preceding 
items; however, disagreement among women of different social-
·cultural groups·as to the services they desire from the home 
economist indicates that a relationship is present. The 
J.0,1 
. " 
variable of age is unique in this respect for although 
·women under age fifty indicated less association with the 
utility home economist than women over·age fifty, the 
younger women preferred a wider offering· of · service,s. This 
phenomenon may be explained perhaps by the fact _that having 
had less association they have fewer preconceived ideas and 
therefore, were more imaginative in identifying desired 
services. 
3. The respondents agree that in general the roles of. the utili.:; 
ty home economist are: a goodwill ambassador, an official 
hostess, an educator, a performance tester of equipment, an 
authority on homemaking and food preparation, a demonstrator 
·of homemaking techniques,.a developer of time and money 
saving techniques, a liaison among the customer.-utility 
company-equipment-dealer and manufacturer rather than an 
advertising agent or a salesman for the utility and equip-
ment companies. 
4. The respondents have had limited association.with the utility 
home economist and have made limited use of the services 
offered by her. 
· 5. ·The·respondents have·used the information·and literature 
·service to-a greater extent than the instruction and planning 
service offered by the utility home economist. 
-6. The respondents believe the services of the utility home econ-
omist are available molt'e to woman's clubs than to any.other 
group in the-community. 
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7. The respondents have generally been satisfied with-the 
-services they have received from the utility home economist. 
8. The majority of the respondents believe the home economist 
has an influence on their-attitude toward the ut:i.lity company 
and that the influence is favorable. 
9. -The respondents believe the utility home-economist should in-
form the comm.unity of her services. 
10. The-respondents desire the following servkes from the utility 
home economist: 1)-assistance with the operation and care-of 
new appliances purchased, 2) demonstration of new appliances 
on the market to aid the consumer in selection, 3) instruct-
ions to youth groups on the-use of appliances, 4) recipes, 
5) cooking classes, 6) informing the manufacturer what is 
desired in eq1;1ipment,-and 7) a community program coordinated 
by, all home economists-serving-the community. 
Recommendations 
·Emphasizing a need for- an expanded research program in home economics, 
Swanson reports: 
People-still find satisfaction in living only_to the extent that 
they can deal with their needs and with the circumstances of their 
times. In all aspects of our profession--teaching, extension, and 
res_earch--we aim to help -individuals and families develop -com-
petencies fundamental to .e·ffective living.22: 
22Pearl Swanson, "New Resources for Research",·The-Journal of Home 
: Economics, 53 (March, 196:t;.), p. 161. -- ---
10,3 . ,J, .. 
In order for the home economist in business to meet the challenge of 
today's· living, continm:l research on her contributions in ·relation: to 
consumer wants and needs is recommended. 
To home economics educators, it is recommended that they: 
1. Conduct a more thorough study of today's homemaking needs 
to be incorporated in the·instruction and preparation of 
future home economists. The findings in this study·are 
reinforced by a "Home · Life rt survey of clubwomen in thirty-
five states sponsored jointly by the American ijome·Econ-
omics Association and the General Federation of Women's 
Clubs which reveals an over-whelming majority of women be-
·lieve homemakers today are not training theirdaughters 
adequately for future homemaking roles. 23 Homemaking edu-
cators·will be expected to meet the challenge. 
2. Conduct an expanded public·relations program to construct 
a desirable image~ When the women in the previously mention-
ed study were asked if they were·personally acquainted with 
any home economist in the community,. 571 replied"yes" and 
578 responded "no 11. In answer to the.· question,. "What 
essential services do you feel home economisi:B perform in 
your community?", more than sixty per cent l~ft the quest-
ion blank or responded negatively. 24 Similiarly recorded 
23Joan Gaines, "Survey of Women's Club Produces Important Findings", 
The .Journal of Home Economics, 54 (June, 1962), pp.435-436. 
24rbid. 
in the current.study·was a high·proportion·of'"no infor-
mation" answers. Although the ·women did not know of.> the 
services of the utility home economist they were eager to 
.learn of her services. The recommendation made most fre-
quently by the respondents was for the utility home econ-
·omist to inform the community of her services. Home 
economics educators must interpret to the public what home 
economics has to offer and why it is important. 
To business management, it is recommended that they: 
.1. Exert a continuing effort to·construct a favorable·image·of 
the· company, products,' and employees; more· specifically that 
they seek the · needs of the consumers and strive to :·.'fulfill 
them.. Since home economists are · recognized by both b'u,siness 
and the homemaker as being a liaison, it would be desirable 
to further investigate the position of the business home 
economist and assess the contributions made by her. 
-2. · Inform the .comm.unity of . the services of · their · specialized 
personnel. If the home service program is to be an effect-
ive part.of a public relations program, the services offered 
by it . should be made know.n to the public.. Not only should 
the·services b~ made known, but also to whom the services 
are available. Additional support for this recommendation 
comes from the 196025 and 196126 Homemaker~ Conference con-
· ducte&,·'. by Laclede Gas Company, where it was noted that the 
2511Homemakers' Conference", July, 1960. 
26 
Homemakers' Conference", September, 1961. 
public is unaware of the home service program. 
To the utility home economist, it is recommended that she: 
1. Strive to attain professional identity among the citizens 
2. 
of the community. Support is given to the findings·of the 
current study by the·"Home Life" survey which revealed only 
59·out of 708 women recorded personnel ac~uaintance with the 
utility home economist. 27 
Avail herself of the opportunity to meet the needs of home-
makers in the community, keeping in mind women of all ages, 
marital status, occupation, education, and income groups. 
By serving the consumer satisfactorily, the utility home 
economist will fulfill one of her obligations to business. 
27Gains, p. 435-436. 
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IMPRESSIONS . OF THE UTILITY HOME ECONOMIST 
This·questionnaire is designed to determine how t:h.e Home Economist 
employed by an electric or gas utility company is viewed by women in the 
community. It is hoped that the information obtained can be used to 
strengthen the Home Service program, offered by utility companies,·and 
thus meet better the needs of·· the homemaker. Your ·participation in this 
endeavor will be greatly appreciated. 
· Would you please answer the··following statements according to the 
·directions given·at the·top of each page"l 
I. Check in the columns "frequently", "sometimes", or 
"never" the answer of your choice. 
A. What has been your association with the 
Utility Home Economist? (Check each item) 
1. Read her newspaper articles••••••••••••• 
2. Talked with her by telephone•••••••••••• 
3. Talked with her in informal conversation 
· at a chance meeting .••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. Was visited by her in my home,••••••••••• 
5. Entered a contest she judged•••••••••••• 
6. _ Attended her group demonstration•••••••• 
7. Saw her in II Parade of Homes II or 
home shows •••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••• 
8. Others: (list) 
9. 
-
B, To what extent have you used the following 
services of the Utility Home Economist? 
(Check each item) 
1. Instructions on the operation and care of: 
a. Laundry equipment••••••••••••••••••• 
b. Major kitchen appliances, such as 
range· ••••••••.•• , ~ •. •. • •, • •.• • • • • _• • • • 
c. Small kitchen appliances, such as 
fry pan and mixer ....••.....•....•.•• 
d. Special features, such as the 
rotisserie and automatic clockcontrol 
e. Cleaning equipment, such as the 
vacumn cleaner and floor polisher••• 
f. Other:. (list) 
2. Information, pertaining to: 
a. Time and energy saving ideas•••••••• 
b. Food preparation··················~· 
c ·• ·Meal plannirig ..•.......•.............• 
d. Nutr.i tion ...•................•......• 
e. Food preservation •••••••••••• , .• ••••• 
f. Laundry practices••••••••••••••••••• 
g. Housecleaning••••••••••••••••••••••• 
h. Other: (list) 
3. Assistance in planning: 
a. Kitchen area •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
b • Laundry area · .• · ............••.•..•.••• 
c. Lighting of house or business••••••• 
d. Heating of house· •••• , •••• , .•• , , ••••• 
e. Other: (list) 
4. Literature provided by the utility•••••• 
5. Others: (list)-
~~~~~~~~~~~~-














































II, Check or list only the answers which l>est express your opinion. 
A. What do you: think is the role· of the Utility Home Economist? Yes No 




2. An authority on homemaking ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 
3. An official hostess of the utility company····•••••••••• 
4. An educator serving the community.•••••••••••••••••••••• 
5, A performance .tester of equipment ••• ·• •••••••••••• •·· •••• 
6. A developer of time and money saving techniques•••••••• 
7, An authority on food preparation••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8. A liaison between the customer and utility company••••• 
9. A liaison between the customer, and the equipment · 
dealer and mB.:?1ufacturer •••. • •••• : •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10. A salesman for the utility company ••••••••••••••••••• ~-• 
11. A salesman for the equipment dealers and manufacturer •• 
12. An adverti'sing agent •••• ~ ••••••••• , , • , •• , , •••• , • , •• , • , • 
13. A demonstrator of homemaking techniques•••••••••••••••• 
B. What qualities do you think best describe the Utility Home 













tion and techniques. 
Willing to help with 
homemaking problems. 
Alert to the needs of 
homemakers •• ,· •••• , •• 
Doesn't know much••••••••••• 
Afraid of people•••••••••••• 
Unkept appearance••••••••••• 
Ill at ease••••••••••••••••• 
Out of date information and 
techniques ••••••••••• , ••. • ••• 
Lack of interest in helping 
with homemaking problems•••• 
Others: (list) 
c. To whom do you think the services of the Utility Home Economist are 
available? 
l, Equipment dealers ••• 
2, Utility customers, 
only ••.••••••.•••••• 
3. Utility company 
employees••••••••••• 
4. Youth groups•••••••• 
5. School classes•••••• 
6. Home Economics teachers •• 
7. Any women's club•••••••• 
8. Special groups•••••••••• 
9. Individuals, namely me ••• 
10. Others: (list) 
5 






D. HavJ you generally been satisfied with the services you have received 
from the Utility Home Ec·onomist? 
Yes Perhaps No No contact with the Home Economist -·-
E. Does the Utility Home Economist influence your attitude toward the 
utility? 
Yes . No Don't know No contact with the Home Economist 
If yes, how: 
Generally favorably~-. Generally unfavorably __ 
III, Check in the columns "yes", 1 perhaps" or 11 no 11 the 
answer of your choice. 
A. Do you think the Utility: Home Economist should: 
l. Call on the telephone to learn if I need . 
as9ist·ance ••..•..... ~ .....•.. .: .•....• -~ .•• -•. -...•• -•.•• 
Come to see. if I need assistance ..... _ ........... •. 
3,. Stay in her office so that I.may call her.if 
I . need her· • •.••..•.•.. ;; ...•.•• :. •.••.•.•.•.••••• 
4. Write weekly newspaper articles•••••••••••••• 
5.· Present weekly radio or television program1:1 •• 
6. Provide rec.ipes •...••....••.• •--• •••.• -•.. _ ....••• 
7, Inform the manufacturer of my wants in 
equipment •.••..•.....••. _ .... : ..• · ••••••• ,.·._.--.~···· 
8. Inform the community of her services••••••••• 
9. Work more with groups than individual 
homemakers ••.•••.•. ·- •••••.••••••••••••••••.••• 
' ' 
10, Work more with individual than groups of 
hOmemak.'ers ••• , •••••••• · ••••• _ •••••• • .- .- ••••••••• 
11. Offer cooking classes•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
12, Help homemakers owning new equipment :with its 
operation and care•••••••••~••••••••••••••••• 
13. Assist me with entertaining ideas•••••••••••• 
14. Demonstrate the use of new appliances on the 
market to aid me in their selection•••••••••• 
15. Teach youth groups, such as the Girl Scouts, 
ho"? to use equipment •••..•••••••••• o •••••. • •• • 
16. Write instructions on the use of appliances •• 
17, Work closely with Home Economics teachers and 
Home Demonstration Agent to coordinate a 
community prog.rarn e •••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••. •. 
18. Others: (list) 
B. Does the Utility Home Economist influence the 
satisfaction you receive from the service of 




























IV. Check or list the answer that applies to you. 
1. Number of organizations to which 
you belong: 
Two •••o•••••ooo•••••••o ---Three .. o ••••••••••••••• __ _ 
Four ooooooooooooooo•••c, ---Five or more o ••• • : ....... . ---
3. Marital status: 
Single ..... o ••• e •••••• __ _ 
Married 000000000000000 ----Widowed or divorced .••. ----
5. Occupation: 
Full-time homemaker •••• ----Part-time homemaker •••• ----Full-time worker ••••.•• ----
7. Highest level of formal 
education attained~ 
Grade school ..•••••••.• 
High s·chool· •••••••••••• --------Attended college ••••••• ----College degree ••.••••• ___ _ 
Advanced degree •••••••• 
Other, (list) ---------------
9. Did you study Home Economics? 
Yes --- No __ _ 
If yes: 
High school ••••••••••••• __ _ 
. College .... o •••••••••••• ---4<=H • •••• o ., • o •••••••••••• 








4. If married, how long 
have you been married? 
Less than 3 years ---3-10 years .•••••• ---11-20 years ••.•• ---21-30 years •.••• ---Over 30 years •••. ---
6. If working, what is 
your employment? 
8. Total family income: 
Less than $4oOO •• 
$4o00-$5999 •••••• ----
$6000-$7999 •••••• ---$8ooo-$9999 •••••• 
Over $10 ,ooo ••••• ---
10. Do you live in: 
Your own house? •• ---A rented house? •• ---A rented apartment? 
Others? (list) ••. ·-= 
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Dear 
Enclosed is the questionnaire I wish to give members of the 
club. Last week a students' club required approximately ten minutes for 
answering the form. 
The purpose of this study is to determine opinions held by women 
influencial in community life) through their participation in organ-
izations) regarding the home economist employed by a utility company. 
It is hoped this information can be used to help strenghten the home 
service program of the utility company, in an effort to meet the needs 
I 
of women in the community. 
Since I am a graduate assistant and advisor in the Adams Home 
Management House_, I can be reached by telephone, FR 2-7206. 
I am very grateful for your consideration. 
Most sincerely, 
VITA 
Peggy Vonne Koon 
Candidate for the Degree of 
Master of Science 
Thesis: THE UTILI'Yf HOME ECONOMIST AS SEEN BY SELECTED WOMEN IN 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 
Major Field: Home Management 
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lina in 1953; received the Bachelor of Science Degree from 
Winthrop College with a major in Home Economics, in June, 1957; 
completed requirements for the Master of Science Degree in August, 
1962. 
Professional experience: Employed as a utility home economist by 
the South Carolina Electric and Gas Company, 1957-1961; served 
as Graduate Teaching Assistant, the Department of Home Manage-
ment, Equipment and Family Economics, Oklahoma State University, 
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